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Executive Summary 
In late 2020, Homes Victoria released a Social Housing Growth Fund tender under the Big Housing 
Build for the development of social housing across Victoria.  In March 2021, EACH Housing submitted 
a tender for a mixed development at 3 The Avenue in Ferntree Gully and was notified of its successful 
tender in June. The proposed development will include ten (10) x 1 bedroom social housing units and 
five (5) x 1 bedroom community accommodation or SDA units. There is also 1 carers room, 8 car 
spaces and a rooftop garden. 

As the Clause 52.20 was not yet finalised at the inception of the project planning stage, we engaged 
with Knox Council very early in the process and submitted the project through Council’s planning 
process in June 2021.  When the Clause 52.20 Guidelines were released in August, we opted to roll 
our planning through the 52.20 process.  By this stage, we had undertaken significant consultation 
with Council’s planning area as well as all other stakeholder departments.  

As part of the Clause 52.20 requirements, community consultation commenced on 11 October for a 
duration of three weeks.  Per requirements, engagement was undertaken with all relevant neighbours 
and landowners, Council and Councillors, the local Member of Parliament and services stakeholders. 
A Notice of Community Consultation sign was placed at the site. A full consultation package can be 
provided upon request.  

The consultation process was very positive and there was no feedback which required any alteration 
of any design element of the proposed development. 

This Consultation Report outlines the outcome of the engagement process and is being provided as 
part of the documentation for lodgement of the planning application for consideration by the Minister 
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. 
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Introduction 
EACH Housing propose to construct social and specialist disability accommodation housing at 3 The 
Avenue Ferntree Gully. The plans show an apartment development comprising ten (10) dwellings and 
five (5) community accommodation or SDA units. In Particular: 
 

 10 x 1 bedroom social housing dwellings 

 5 x 1 bedroom Specialist Disability Accommodation (SDA) units 

 1 x Carers room 

 8 x Car Spaces 

 

On 1 December 2020 Amendment VC190 introduced Clause 52.20’ Victoria’s Big Housing Build’ in the 
Knox Planning Scheme to streamline the planning approval process for projects funded by the Build 
Housing Build program.  

This report has been prepared to outline the consultation process undertaken in accordance with the 
requirements of Clause 52.20-4 which require the following: 

• Public consultation, and consultation with the relevant municipal council, must be undertaken. 

• A report that summarises the consultation undertaken, feedback received, and explains how the 
feedback has been considered and responded to must be prepared to the satisfaction of the 
responsible authority 
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Who Was Consulted 
The following stakeholders were engaged accordance with the requirements of Clause 52.20-4 and 
advice from Homes Victoria.  This section outlines how each stakeholder was consulted. 

Council 

Prior to commencing with the 52.20 planning process a planning permit application, P/2021/6341, was 
lodged with Knox City Council for the development of ten (10) dwellings, use and development of five 
(5) community care accommodation units (and carer’s), reduction or car parking requirement and 
removal of vegetation.  Extensive consultation was carried out with Council as part of this process. 
The application was referred internally. The council requested further information and the original 
design was reduced from six (6) to five (5) SDA units, this change reduced site coverage.

Clause 52.20 is the preferred planning pathway following receipt of further information provided by 
Homes Victoria. 

As part of the community consultation process under Clause 52.20 requirements, additional 
consultation with the Knox Council was carried out through direct communication with the planning 
department and also via email to the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and seven (7) Councillors.  The email 
advised of the community consultation process being undertaken for the proposed development and 
contained and contained an electronic copy of the community consultation package (refer Appendix 
B). 

Community 

Consultation with the wider community was carried out via a notice of community consultation sign 
erected at the proposed site for the duration of the community consultation period (figures 1 & 2) (refer 
Appendix A). 

The sign contained all of the information regarding the required community consultation and the 
proposed development details as outlined by Homes Victoria. Along with the details on how a 
community member could request a community consultation package via QR code, email and phone. 

Figure 1:  Notice of community consultation sign at proposed development site 
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Figure 2: Notice of community consultation sign 
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Consultation with property owners and occupiers within 50m of the proposed development was carried 
out via a hard copy community consultation package that was mailed out. The community consultation 
package contained: 

 Proposed Development Community Consultation Letter

 Frequently Asked Questions & Answers (4 pages)

 Clause 52.20 Planning Report Summary (6 pages)

 A3 Draft drawings (enclosed)

 3D Building Views (1 page)

 Site Context Plan (1 page)

 Site Plan (1 page)

 Ground Floor Plan (1 pages)

 First Floor Plan (1 page)

 Roof Plan (1 page)

 Elevations (2 pages)

 Shadow Diagrams (1 page)

 Landscape Drawings (4 pages)

The opportunity to provide comment and/or request additional detailed drawings, planning 
reports and technical information was provided through four (4) methods, QR code, email, post and 
phone, including details of translation and interpretation services and national relay services (Refer 
Appendix B). 

The community consultation package was developed in line with Homes Victoria guidance and 
approval of the final package was received prior to distribution and commencement of the consultation 
period. 

Figure 3: Properties within 50m of proposed development 
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Service Providers 

Clause 52.20-5 requires comments from a referral authority who would have been referred a copy of the 
application under Section 55 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 were it not for the exemptions in 
clause 52.20-2.  

The proposal was referred to the relevant service providers under the initial planning application 
through Knox City Council, prior to the 52.20 pathway being clear. 

The application did not trigger external referral requirements under the Knox Planning Scheme. 
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Consultation Feedback 
Community 

Public notice was given to 35 households within 50m to the subject site.  A hard copy consultation 
package was sent to property owner and occupiers.  

Community consultation commenced 11 October 2021. Property owner and occupier consultation 
packages were mailed on this date and the notice of community consultation sign was erected on site 
on this date.   

The community consultation period ended 31 October 2021. 

Property owner contact details were sourced from public property title records following Knox Council 
declining a fee for service and advice of being unable to provide property owner details due to privacy 
concerns.  EACH Housing acknowledge that title search for property owner details is potentially 
flawed, however following discussions with Homes Victoria it was agreed as the only available 
approach. 

Six (6) of the mailed community consultation packages were received by EACH as return to sender. 
All packages related to business premises addresses which appear to be unoccupied and/or impacted 
by COVID-19 lockdown restrictions. 

During the consultation period two (2) instances of feedback were received.  One instance being 
positive and supportive of the proposal with no response required and one (1) instance tabling 
concerns requiring a response (refer Table 1). EACH response to feedback received was provided 
within 24 hours.  Refer Table 3 for feedback summary. 

During the consultation period two (2) requests for information were received (Refer Table 2).  EACH 
provided the requested information with 24 hours. No contact or feedback was received in relation to 
these two (2) requests.  

Table 1:  Feedback Received 

Received Via Qty Property Community 
Member 

Response Required 
Owner Occupier Yes No 

Feedback form posted 1 - X - - X 

Email feedback 1 - - X X - 

Table 2:  Requests for Information 

Received Via Qty Property Community 
Member 

Response Required 
Owner Occupier Yes No 

QR Code from notice of 
community consultation sign at 
proposed site 

2 - - X X - 

QR Code from consultation 
package FAQ’s 

0 - - - - -
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Table 3:  Feedback Summary 

Community Comment EACH Response Specific Changes 

Building Height The proposed building is two-storey and is 
consistent with height limit of 8m, however the 
access to the roof top garden projects above the 
main building. The additional building height is for 
the lift and stairs for disability access to the 
rooftop garden.  

The design has been carefully considered with 
only the roof top access exceeding the 
requirement. The design has incorporated 
architectural features (which are not included in 
the height limit requirements in the planning 
scheme) which will provide a positive contribution 
to urban character of the area. 

None 

Site Coverage The proposed site is zoned Mixed Use Zone in 
the Knox Planning Scheme and the planning 
controls, including site coverage, varies from 
residential zones. The site is included with the 
Ferntree Gully Village which aims to increase 
and improve development and also provide 
higher density housing. 

None 

Overlooking Clause 52.20 requires consideration of 
overlooking and other design considerations. The 
proposal meets the planning scheme overlooking 
requirements. The design has included screening 
to reduce overlooking to the property in Victoria 
Street. 

None 

Noise re location adjacent 
to CFA 

 As part of our application, EACH engaged an 
acoustic consultant who assisted with the design 
to ensure the future residents would not be 
unreasonably impacted by the Ferntree Gully 
Fire Station. As part of the assessment, there 
was consultation with the local brigade and 
additional design treatments, such as acoustic 
glazing. 

None 

Location next to venue 
where vehicles including 
heavy trucks cross apron 
and footpath (west of the 
site) 

The vehicle access to the EACH Housing project 
is via The Laneway and residential access will be 
via the existing footpath on The Avenue. It is not 
expected that pedestrian traffic will increase to 
the west of the site, and the retail and services 
are located to the north and east. 

None 
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Community Comment EACH Response Specific Changes 

Proposal bypasses City of 
Knox Planning 
Department 

This application will be assessed under Clause 
52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme and not part of 
standard planning process which would be 
assessed by Council. We have however consulted 
with Council as part of the process. The Clause 
52.20 planning process does allow for you input 
and will be considered.  

None 

Timeframe for comment EACH provided the timeframes as advised by 
Homes Victoria and a prompt response to the 
matters was addressed in consultation process. 

None 
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Design Response 
The mixed-use development includes social housing and Specialist Disability Accommodation (SDA) 
and implemented design excellence through built form, sustainability, accessibility and landscaping. 
Following the consultation, the proposal has not been amended.  

The corner site abuts the Ferntree Gully Fire Station to the west, Ferntree Gully Village to the north 
and east, and residential area to the south. 

The social housing and SDA are close to retail, community infrastructure and transport. The 
development will also provide a high-amenity to the residents, through the internal design and 
communal roof-top garden. 

The communal roof top garden will be accessible via lift and enclosed stairs, and been designed to 
provide for the quiet outdoor space for the residents.  

Height 

Schedule 8 to the Design and Development Overlay (DDO8) has a maximum height of 8m and two 
storeys. The liftwell and enclosed stair well, and the architectural features, are above the maximum 
8m requirement.  

Clause 52.20 exempts a proposal from the standard requirements in the Knox Planning Scheme, 
which includes the mandatory height. The two-storey building only includes part of the development 
over 8m which is to provide DDA access to the roof-top garden, and also respond the fall of the site.  

The DDA access is important to ensure that all residents of the building can access the open space 
amenity of the roof top area. No additional habitable areas are proposed above 8m. 

Neighbourhood Character 

The proposed development is located on the western edge of the Ferntree Gully Village and abuts 
residential development to the south. The proposed two-storey development is generally consistent 
with the desired built form of the area. The site adjoins commercial development on the southern side 
of The Avenue and commercial properties are located to the north. The proposed side and front 
setbacks are generally consistent with the existing and preferred built form in the area. 

It is proposed to remove trees, however new canopy trees are proposed to retain the treed landscape 
character of the area. 

Amenity 

Each dwelling has been designed to achieve a high level of internal amenity with access to natural 
light and ventilation. Each dwelling is accessible, including the upper level, via a centralised lift. The 
dwellings have private open space. 

The proposed building has been designed to limit potential amenity impacts such as overlooking and 
overshadowing. A key feature of the building is the rooftop garden. The rooftop garden is centrally 
located on the roof to avoid overlooking into the adjoining properties. 

The dwellings have also been designed to present overlooking into the adjoining properties. Additional 
screening is proposed on the upper levels which is integrated into the building design. 

The proposed development will not contribute to overshadowing to the residential properties to the 
south. 
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Noise 

One submission raised concerns regarding potential noise impacts from the existing Ferntree Gully 
Fire Station which is located to the immediate west of the site. An Acoustic Assessment was 
undertaken to ensure that the residential amenity is protected for the future residents.  

The Acoustic Report recommends a range of mitigation which has been incorporated into the design: 

 Double glazing and window sealing which has been incorporated into the design;

 Sliding doors on ground floor and Level 1 (notated on plans to meet acoustic requirements)

 Building materials to meet acoustic requirements

 Energy efficient heating and cooling will be provided in the building

Parking and Traffic 

The development proposes 8 spaces for the social housing dwellings. Bicycle parking is also provided 
on site. The car spaces including a disabled parking space on site with access via The Laneway.  

Waste management 

Waste will be collected and stored in a designated area on the site, and collected by an independent 
contractor. The storage area has been designed in consultation with a waste engineer. A Waste 
Management Plan has been prepared and will form part of this application. A ‘Bin Room’ is provided 
on the ground floor and accessible from The Laneway. Within the bin room is a washing bay.  

Landscaping 

It is proposed to remove the vegetation on the site. Only one tree would require a permit - Tea Tree 
(Leptospermum sp.) and has low retention value. The Street Tree (Tree 1) is a Crimson Bottlebrush 
and is located outside the title boundary in The Avenue. It is not proposed to remove this tree. 

Trees on the adjoining properties has been considered and any potential impact will be managed in 
accordance with the Arboricultural Assessment. 

A Landscaping Plan has been prepared which includes canopy trees and indigenous plantings mostly 
from the Knox Landscaping guide.  

Stormwater 

A 15,000l underground tank will be installed to capture run and encourage stormwater retention within 
the site and maintained to a high standard. The tanks will be located under the car parks and will be 
accessible for maintenance.  

Sustainability 

The development will be constructed to a Green Star standard to deliver exemplar environmental 
performance. Solar panels, natural ventilation, garden design and other ESD features are 
incorporated into the design. 
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Council 

A planning permit application, P/2021/6341, was lodged with Knox City Council for the development 
of ten (10) dwellings, use and development of five (5) community care accommodation units (and 
carer’s), reduction or car parking requirement and removal of vegetation. 

Knox City Council provides the following response: 

Council Comments EACH Response 

ARBORICULTURE 

The Arboricultural Impact Assessment TMC 
Report was reviewed on 7 July 2021. 

All trees on the site to be removed and Council 
does not object, and neighbouring trees 
unlikely to be impacted. 

RECOMENDATIONS 
 All trees must be identified and accurately

plotted on plans, indicating proposed
removal or retention and TPZs where
appropriate.

 Tree protection measures must be installed
prior to any commencement of works.

 TPZs to be managed and maintained in
accordance with AS-4970 Protection of
Trees on Development Sites.

 Tree protection fencing / ground protection
must be drawn on all plans and should be a
condition of planning permit.

The plans identify the location of the existing trees 
on the land to be removed. 

The neighbouring and street trees will be protected 
in accordance with AS-4970 Protection of Trees 
on Development Sites. Note to be included on 
plans. 

To be included in Construction Management Plan: 
 Tree protection measures must be installed

prior to any commencement of works;

 TPZs to be managed and maintained in
accordance with AS-4970 Protection of Trees
on Development Sites

 Tree protection fencing / ground protection must
be drawn on all plans and should be a condition
of planning permit.

STORMWATER 

Reviewed by Council on 29 June 2021. 

Overland flow has been addressed as 
development footprint has been reduced and 
an increase permeability. 

Prepare a detailed stormwater management 
plan to the satisfaction of Council. 

Tanks – location and maintenance does not 
support as they are located in an undercroft 
area. Underground tanks are commonplace, 
and the location is accessible if they need to 
be maintained. 

To be noted on the plans: 

Stormwater discharge from property is to be 
directed to the Council Stormwater pit near the NE 
corner of the property to Council standards and 
satisfaction.  

Detailed engineering plans will be prepared to the 
satisfaction of Council. A document will be 
prepared agreeing to this requirement. 

The construction of the tanks will be in accordance 
with engineering requirements and maintained to 
the satisfaction of Council. 
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Council Comments EACH Response 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Council provided initial advice regarding the 
Bin Collection Location, bin allocation, waste 
streams (including green waste and hard 
waste.  

Council supported the revised Waste 
Management Plan. 

The Waste Management Plan (19 August 2021) 
has been amended in consultation with Council 
and addresses the following requirements: 

Council confirmed that based on Council’s Policy 
and Procedure for Waste Management in multi-
unit developments no more than 11m is permitted 
along the nature strip for bin collections.  

The WMP shows the presentation of 12 bins along 
The Avenue and the remaining bins in The 
Laneway. If The laneway becomes unsuitable for 
collections in future it was agreed that a private 
collection be proposed for certain waste (suggest 
organics and glass) streams to ensure that no 
greater than 12 council bins are required to be 
presented on the nature strip at The Avenue. 

The WMP include residential waste collection by 
Council: 
5 x 240 litre garbage bins collected weekly 
8 x 240l litre recycle bins collected weekly 
1 x240 litre food organise bin collected weekly 
2 x 120 litre bins collected weekly (once Council 
starts this service) 

The proposal is for 15 units (10 dwellings) and 
Council for Waste Management in multi-unit 
developments provides for developments up to 
fifteen units to use Council’s Hard Waste and 
Bundled Green Waste service.  

TRAFFIC 

Removal of redundant crossovers and kerb and 
channel and nature strip reinstated to Council 
standards.  

Reduce fence height to improve sight lines 

Distance to columns 

Construction Management Plan Conditions 

To include on the plans: 

Removal of redundant crossovers and kerb and 
channel and nature strip reinstated to Council 
standards.  

All structures (including fences, letterboxes and 
landscaping) must be constructed to a maximum 
height of 900mm or relocated clear of splayed area 
at the south east corner of the site accordance with 
Knox Planning Scheme Clause 52.06-9 to ensure 
safe sight distances. Utilities meter boxes must be 
located clear of the splayed area as it is often 
higher than 900mm.  

Where car parking is provided undercover or 
underneath the building, the location of columns 
must comply with Planning Scheme Clause 52.06 
and AS2890.1 section 5 and/ or a 300mm 
clearance must be provided between the column 
and the side of the car parking space.  
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Council Comments EACH Response 

Traffic Cont… All internal footpaths and pram crossings must be 
in accordance with Council standard drawings to 
satisfy the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA). 
This includes minimum footpath widths of 1.5m, a 
continuous path of travel, kerb ramps and Tactile 
Ground Surface Indicators, where appropriate.  

For pedestrian safety, on-site and laneway access 
lighting must be provided to the satisfaction of the 
relevant authority and in accordance with AS1158. 

Bicycle spaces must allow for the dimensions of a 
bicycle - 1.7m in length, 1.2m in height and 0.7m 
in width at the handlebars. Bicycle parking must be 
to Australian Standards.  

To be included in the Construction Management 
Plan: 

Prior to the commencement of construction or any 
works on the site (including demolition and 
material removal), the applicant must submit for 
approval to the responsible authority (including the 
Traffic and Transport team for traffic related 
issues) a Construction Management Plan. The 
plan must address, but not be limited to the 
following:  

Location of all stockpiles and storage of building 
materials and any temporary buildings or facilities. 

Location of parking for workers within the site 
rather than on-street.  

Traffic management measures to minimise 
disruption to the operation of the Avenue or the 
adjacent laneway during construction (especially 
for deliveries).  

The Laneway must not be blocked or closed 
without formal approval from Engineering & 
Infrastructure with advice to the adjacent 
businesses. 

ACOUSTICS 

WMG prepared an Acoustic Assessment as a 
result of proximity to the Ferntree Gully Fire 
Station.  

To include on the plans and seek endorsement of 
Acoustic Report which will address compliance 
requirements. 
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Council Comments EACH Response 

LANDSCAPING 

The Landscape Plan has been prepared by a 
qualified landscape architect and referred to 
the Knox Landscape Guidelines  

The landscaping will be developed and maintained 
in accordance with the landscape plan. 

BUILT FORM AND USE 

DDO8 has a mandatory height limit of 8m 
(excluding architectural details and finishes). 

The proposal only includes the rooftop garden and 
access to this area, and small section of the 
parapet due the fall of the land. Council does not 
support the height of the building as exceed the 
mandatory requirement. Council considered the 
enclosed lift and stairwell a storey, and therefore 
the building does not meet the statutory 
requirement. 

Council did not raise concerns with the design or 
use of the building. 

Refer Appendix C - Council referrals and planning application request for information 
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Service Providers 

Table 4 below details status/response of service providers in relation to the proposed development. 

Table 4:  Service provider status 

Provider Response 

Electricity (SP Ausnet) Provision and location of services meets the requirements of 
Electrical Authority. 

Application is underway and awaiting SP Ausnets letter of offer 
(Pit to Pillar Supply) 

Gas NA 

Telecommunications (NBN) Provision and location of services meets the requirements of 
Telecommunication’s Authority.  

Application is underway and awaiting NBN offer. 

Australia Post The main boxes are located in a convenient location and will be 
accessible for Australia Post. 

Water (South East Water) PIC application is to be lodged by the contractor once engaged 
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Recommendations 
Following the consultation, the following changes will be carried out to the plans and associated 
documents prior to the submission to the Clause 52.20 application to DELWP: 

Construction Management Plan 

1. Tree protection measures must be installed prior to any commencement of works.

2. TPZs to be managed and maintained in accordance with AS-4970 Protection of Trees on
Development Sites

3. Tree protection fencing / ground protection must be drawn on all plans and should be a condition
of planning permit.

4. Location of all stockpiles and storage of building materials and any temporary buildings or
facilities.

5. Location of parking for workers within the site rather than on-street.

6. Traffic management measures to minimise disruption to the operation of the Avenue or the
adjacent laneway during construction (especially for deliveries).

7. The Laneway must not be blocked or closed without formal approval from Knox City Council
(Engineering & Infrastructure) with advice to the adjacent businesses.

Refer Appendix D Amended Construction Management Plan. 

Amended Plans (notations on the plans) 

Arboriculture 

8. The plans identify the location of the existing trees on the land to be removed.

9. The neighbouring and street trees will be protected in accordance with AS-4970 Protection of
Trees on Development Sites. Note to be included on plans.

Stormwater 

10. Stormwater discharge from property is to be directed to the Council Stormwater pit near the NE
corner of the property to Council standards and satisfaction.

11. The construction of the tanks will be in accordance with engineering requirements and
maintained to the satisfaction of Council.

Traffic 

12. Removal of redundant crossovers and kerb and channel and nature strip reinstated to Council
standards.

13. All structures (including fences, letterboxes and landscaping) must be constructed to a maximum
height of 900mm or relocated clear of splayed area at the south east corner of the site accordance
with Knox Planning Scheme Clause 52.06-9 to ensure safe sight distances. Utilities meter boxes
must be located clear of the splayed area as it is often higher than 900mm.
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14. Where car parking is provided undercover or underneath the building, the location of columns
must comply with Planning Scheme Clause 52.06 and AS2890.1 section 5 and/ or a 300mm
clearance must be provided between the column and the side of the car parking space.

15. All internal footpaths and pram crossings must be in accordance with Council standard drawings
to satisfy the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA). This includes minimum footpath widths of 1.5m,
a continuous path of travel, kerb ramps and Tactile Ground Surface Indicators, where appropriate.

16. For pedestrian safety, on-site and laneway access lighting must be provided to the satisfaction of
the relevant authority and in accordance with AS1158.

17. Bicycle spaces must allow for the dimensions of a bicycle - 1.7m in length, 1.2m in height and
0.7m in width at the handlebars. Bicycle parking must be to Australian Standards.

18. The Laneway must not be blocked or closed without formal approval from Engineering &
Infrastructure with advice to the adjacent businesses.

19. Notes on plan to be constructed in accordance with Acoustic Plan.

Landscaping Plan 

20. Landscape Plan to include construction details, including elevations of seating on the
roof top area, and landscape construction plan details on the plans.

Additional Planning Requirements Document (to be endorsed) 

21. Detailed engineering plans will be prepared to the satisfaction of Council.
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Conclusion 
EACH Housing’s consultation process was carried out in accordance with EACH Housing’s 
commitment to upholding the community consultation process as outlined in Homes Victoria Planning 
Guidance v 01.00 July 2021. 

EACH Housing has considered the matters raised by community members and council as described 
above in this report.  Community member submissions received for this proposed development were 
not extensive, two (2) in total with only one (1) expressing concerns, all of which were answered within 
the context of the proposed development considerations.  The volume of feedback received indicates 
broad community support for the proposed development. 

EACH Housing consider that no changes to the proposed development are warranted and describes 
the reasons why in this report.   The recommendations in this report will be addressed prior to the 
submission of the final documentation to DELWP.
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Community Consultation Notice 
Proposed planning application to develop a social housing project using  

Clause 52.20 Victoria’s Big Housing Build under the Knox Planning Scheme 

EACH Housing Limited is a Not-for-Profit Housing Provider with properties in the Outer East and South-East of 
Melbourne.  EACH Housing Limited has been registered with the Victorian Housing Registrar since 2009.  Our 
mission is to provide a genuine neighbourhood environment for people experiencing housing insecurity, but we 
don’t stop there, we believe in creating healthy and inclusive communities for all.  We offer secure housing with 
additional ‘wrap-around’ supports for independent living.  

Our Community Housing model is based on the principles outlined in our Customer Charter:  

Health, Hope and Opportunity 
 

This notice describes how to view a development proposal on this land 
and how to provide feedback to the applicant 

EACH Housing Limited must consider community and council feedback and prepare a report detailing consultation 
and how this feedback has been considered.  The consultation report must be provided to the Minister for Energy, 
Environment and Climate Change for consideration when apply for planning permission, noting that council is not 
the decision maker.  Homes Victoria will publish consultation reports after the Minister has made a decision on the 
application www.homes.vic.gov.au 

 

The land affected by the application is: 3 The Avenue Ferntree Gully, 3156 
 

The application is for planning approval 
to: 

Construct a new two (2) storey apartment building containing Ten 
(10) one-bedroom social housing units, Five (5) one bedroom 
supported disability care accommodation units and One (1) carers 
room. Amenities include private and communal open spaces, a 
roof top garden, on site bicycle parking, a bicycle and wheelchair 
charge station and 8 on site car parking spaces. 
 

The applicant is: EACH Housing Limited 
 

 

 

You can request digital or hard copies of the community consultation 
package, including plans using the QR code: 

 
Alternatively, you can request digital or 

hard copies of the community 
consultation package, including plans and 

direct any comments and questions to: 

 
 
  

 
 

  
 

  
 

 

We welcome your feedback and please note any feedback 
must be in writing and be received by the following date 
when community consultation will close: 

31 October 2021 
 

 

http://www.homes.vic.gov.au/
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Appendix B: 
Community Consultation Package  
& Knox City Council & Councillor Notification  

Community Consultation Package Contents 

 Proposed Development Community Consultation Letter (5 pages including 2 pages for returnable 
feedback form) 

 Frequently Asked Questions & Answers (4 pages) 

 Clause 52.20 Planning Report Summary (6 pages) 

 A3 Draft drawings  

 3D Building Views (1 page) 

 Site Context Plan (1 page) 

 Site Plan (1 page) 

 Ground Floor Plan (1 pages) 

 First Floor Plan (1 page) 

 Roof Plan (1 page) 

 Elevations (2 pages) 

 Shadow Diagrams (1 page) 

 Landscape Drawings (4 pages) 

 

 Email notifications sent to the Knox City Council, Mayor, Deputy Mayor and seven (7) Councillors 

 

  



11 October 2021 

<Property Owner / Occupier (delete not applicable)>   
<Street Address> 
<SUBURB>    <STATE>     <POST Code> 

Dear Owner/Occupier (delete not applicable), 

Re:  EACH Housing Limited: Proposed Development at 3 The Avenue Ferntree Gully 

Construction of a new two (2) storey apartment building containing ten (10) one-bedroom community 
housing units and five (5) one bedroom supported disability care accommodation units and one (1) 
carers room.  

This letter is provided to you as part of Victoria’s Big Housing Build Program, Victoria’s largest 
investment in community and affordable housing.  The Program is seeking to deliver thousands of new 
homes for Victorians in need, while creating tens of thousands of new jobs to support Victoria’s 
economic recovery. 

To streamline the planning process for the development of these important assets, two new planning 
pathways introduced in December 2020 are now part of all local planning schemes in Victoria.  Both 
pathways, which are governed under planning provision clauses, recognise the unique benefit that 
community housing provides to the Victorian community.  They reflect the design requirements 
particular to social housing and signal the importance of delivering social housing programs expediently. 

The specific clauses introduced are Clause 52.20 Big Housing Build and Clause 53.20 Housing by or on 
behalf of the Director of Housing.  These streamlined planning provisions have been designed to include 
development standards that will limit amenity impacts on adjoining land uses and include the provision 
of appropriate car parking and assessment of the removal of native vegetation (where applicable). 

Our proposed development comes under Clause 52.20 which provides for planning approval from the 
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change through the Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning (DELWP) where developments are funded through the Big Housing Build. For 
developments under this Clause, the usual notice and review requirements of the planning scheme do 
not apply to applications seeking approval.  Instead, applicants like ourselves, must consult with the 
community and local council and consider their feedback before applying for planning permission 
through DELWP. 

The Proposal 

EACH Housing Limited is proposing the development of the site at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully for 
construction of a new two (2) storey apartment building containing ten (10) one-bedroom supported 
community housing units five (5) one bedroom supported disability care accommodation units and one 
(1) carers room. The development includes a roof top garden.



To enable the development, it is necessary to remove existing vegetation with the removal of only one 
tree requiring a permit.  A landscaping plan includes canopy trees and indigenous plantings largely from 
the Knox Landscaping Guide. In addition to all relevant building standard guidelines, the design aspects 
of the building also includes compliance with Liveable Housing Australia Design Guidelines to gold 
standard, the Victorian Government Better Apartment Design Standards and Greenstar 5 Star 
environmental guidelines. There is extensive bicycle parking, bicycle and wheelchair charge station, 
private and communal open spaces.  Car parking meets the requirements under Clause 52.20 and 
includes 8 car spaces one of which is for disability accessible parking. 

Community Feedback 

We are engaging with you and other owners and occupants in the immediate area to seek your 
feedback on the proposed development prior to seeking planning approval under Clause 52.20 of the 
planning scheme. 

The following information is provided (enclosed) for your review: 

 Proposed Development Community Consultation Letter (this document)

 Frequently Asked Questions & answers (4 pages)

 52.20 Planning Report Summary (6 pages)

 A3 Draft drawings (enclosed)

• 3D Building Views (1 page)

• Site Context Plan (1 page)

• Site Plan (1 page)

• Ground Floor Plan (1 pages)

• First Floor Plan (1 page)

• Roof Plan (1 page)

• Elevations (2 pages)

• Shadow Diagrams (1 page)

• Landscape Drawings (4 pages)
Please note that any information provided online can be provided a as hard copy upon request. 

Matters which will inform the planning assessment are described in detail in Clause 52.20-6 and 52.20-
7 of the Knox planning scheme.  These are the types of matters that the Minister for Energy, 
Environment and Climate Change via the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(DELWP), can take into account when making a decision on EACH Housing Limited’s application for 
planning permission. 

How to provide feedback 

EACH Housing Limited welcomes your feedback and kindly requests that it be provided to us by 31 
October 2021, the closing date of consultation being 3 Weeks from the mail out of this communication 
to you. Please provide your feedback in the box provided on the last page of this letter and submit the 
feedback in one of the following ways: 

 Posting your written feedback to EACH, 20 Melbourne Street, Ringwood 3134

 Emailing your written feedback to 



 

Following the consultation period, all feedback received, including how it has been considered, will be 
summarised in a consultation report that will be available on the Homes Victoria website.  This report 
will also accompany the application submitted to DELWP. 
 
Should you have any questions about the proposal or the consultation process, please contact Senior 

             
 For further information on the Big Housing Build please refer to 

https://www.vic.gov.au/homes-victoria. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 and Interpretation Services available by calling 131 450 or through the web site 
 https://www.tisnational.gov.au/ 
 
 
 

National Relay Service available by calling 1800 555 660 or through the website 
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/media-technology-communications/phone/services-people-
with-disability/accesshub/national-relay-service  
 

 

 

https://www.vic.gov.au/homes-victoria
https://www.tisnational.gov.au/
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/media-technology-communications/phone/services-people-with-disability/accesshub/national-relay-service
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/media-technology-communications/phone/services-people-with-disability/accesshub/national-relay-service


 
Returnable - Written Feedback Form 
This form has been provided for your convenience if you wish to provide written feedback via post 
to EACH 20 Melbourne Street, Ringwood, Vic 3141. 
 
Full Name:   ...............................................................................................................................................  

Owner / Occupier of Property Address:   ..................................................................................................  

Feedback/Comments:   .............................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

  



 
 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................  
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Q What is proposed for 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully? 
The proposed development is for the construction of a new two (2) storey apartment building containing: 

 Ten (10) one-bedroom community housing units  

 Five (5) one bedroom supported disability care accommodation units  

 One (1) carers room 

The development has been carefully considered and has been designed to the highest standards. In addition 
to all relevant building code requirements the building also includes compliance with Livable Housing 
Australia Design Guidelines to gold standard, the Victorian Government Better Apartment Design Standards 
and Greenstar 5 Star environmental guidelines.  

The development amenities include private and communal open spaces, a roof top garden, extensive bicycle 
parking and a bicycle and wheelchair charge station. There are 8 on site car spaces, one of which is suitable 
for disability accessible parking. 

Q Who is responsible for the proposed development? 
EACH Housing Limited is responsible for the proposed development. 
 
EACH Housing Limited is a Not-for-Profit Housing Provider with properties in the Outer East and South-East 
of Melbourne.  EACH Housing Limited has been registered with the Victorian Housing Registrar since 2009.  
Our mission is to provide a genuine neighbourhood environment for people experiencing housing insecurity, 
but we don’t stop there, we believe in creating healthy and inclusive communities for all.  Our Community 
Housing model is based on the principles outlined in our Customer Charter:  

Health, Hope and Opportunity 
 
We offer secure housing with additional ‘wrap-around’ supports for independent living. 
 
EACH Housing Limited is a subsidiary of its parent organisation, EACH. EACH is a large community Health 
organisation with a long history of providing a range of integrated health, disability, counselling and 
community mental health services with very strong representation in the outer east of Melbourne. 
 

Q Who is EACH consulting/working with? 
EACH is consulting with several groups for this project including: 

 Homes Victoria 

 Department of Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP) 

 Knox City Council 

 Service Authorities (Power, Water, Fire Rescue Victoria, Waste & Traffic Management) 

 Other stakeholders including - Property Owners, Property Occupiers and any Interested Members of the 
Public  

 

Q What will happen first? 
The community consultation process is an integral first step in the 52.20 planning approval process.  It is 
through this avenue that EACH is able to seek feedback from people situated close to the proposed project, 
the wider community, local council and service authorities.  
 
The community consultation process is open for 3 Weeks ending 31 October 2021 and we actively encourage 
all interested parties to provide comment/feedback during this period (must be received by 31 October). 
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All feedback and comments received will be taken under consideration, collated and presented in a report 
to Homes Victoria and will inform the final documents submitted to DELWP for 52.20 planning approval. 
 

Q How do I find out more about the planning process? 
You can find out more about the 52.20 planning process from Homes Victoria and Planning Victoria by 
visiting: 

https://www.vic.gov.au/homes-victoria-big-housing-build  

https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/permits-and-applications/big-housing-build 

 

Q How do I get more information about this proposed development / are there more 
documents that I can look at? 
Yes, there are more detailed drawings and technical documents available to all interested parties. 
 
Simply scan the QR code located below, fill in and send your details and a personal file link will be emailed to 
you within 24 hours providing electronic access to detailed drawings and technical documents.  Should you 
wish to receive hard copies please select the ‘hard copy via post’ option. Hard copy documents will be posted 
within 48 hours. 

 

 
Alternatively, if you prefer not to use the QR code please: 

 Email your request for 3 The Avenue Ferntree Gully – Document Access to 
  A personal file link to access electronic copies of the documents will be 

emailed to you within 24 hours of your request being received. Should you wish to receive hard copies 
please indicate this in your email along with your postal address details and these will be posted with 48 
hours. 

 Post your written request for 3 The Avenue Ferntree Gully – Document Access to EACH, 20 Melbourne 
Street, Ringwood, 3134 please include details of your email address for electronic document access 
and/or postal address details for hard copies of the documents. 

 
If requesting hard copies please note that postal delivery timeframes are outside of EACH’s control and are 
wholly dependent on Australia Post. 
 
Please also note that the 3-week consultation process ends on 31 October 2021 and cannot be extended. 
Please ensure that you allow for mailing times when making any requests for further information.   
 

Q Can I provide feedback on this proposed development? 
Yes, we encourage and welcome all feedback. 
 

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/HOCuCP7LYETK6kAyczE1gX?domain=vic.gov.au
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/qT7wCQnMOGSkRy4zhPlVIf?domain=planning.vic.gov.au
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Q How can I provide feedback? 
Feedback can be provided by: 

 Filling in the feedback page attached to the community consultation letter and mailing to EACH, 20 
Melbourne Street, Ringwood, 3134. 

 Sending an email containing your feedback to  
 

Q How long will the planning process take? 
There are several steps to the 52.20 planning application process. 

1. Community Consultation 

At the end of the 3 weeks community consultation timeframe (31 October 2021) EACH Housing Limited 
will collate all feedback received into a report and submit it to Homes Victoria.  

2. Review of Community Consultation Report 

Homes Victoria will review the community consultation report and provide written confirmation of the 
project’s status as being On Behalf Of the Minister of Housing.  Homes Victoria will provide EACH 
Housing Limited with an ‘On Behalf Of Letter’ (OBO). 

Homes Victoria will also upload a copy of the community consultation report on its website. 

3. Finalise Draft Drawings and Submit 52.20 Planning Application 

EACH Housing Limited will finalise draft drawings, complete the 52.20 planning application package and 
submit to the Department of Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP), along with a copy of 
Homes Victoria OBO letter. 

4. Planning Application Assessment & Decision 

The Department of Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP) will assess the 52.20 planning 
application and advise planning decision. 
 

It is anticipated that the planning approval process will take between 2 and 4 weeks following the 
completion of community consultation.  

 

Q When will construction commence? 
It is anticipated that construction will commence in March 2022. 
 

Q How long will construction take? 
The construction timeframe is Seventeen (17) months. 
 

Q Will the apartments be sold to individuals? 
No, the apartments will not be sold to individuals. 
 
EACH Housing Limited will own and manage all apartments.  This is a firm long-term commitment from EACH 
Housing Limited. It is also a requirement of funding being received under The Big Housing Build and is a 
condition of contract with the Director of Housing for the project.  
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Q Who will be living there? 
The apartments will be designed to provide supported community housing and Specialist Disability 
Accommodation for people with strong connections to the local community and services. 
 

Q Who can I contact during construction and after completion? 
 Contact person during construction is  

 Contact person after construction is  

 Alternatively calls can be made during construction or after completion to EACH on 1300 003 224  
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1. BIG HOUSING BUILD – 3 THE AVENUE, FERNTREE GULLY 
 

NovoPlanning has prepared this report on behalf of EACH Housing as part of the consultation 
requirements under Clause 52.20-4 of the Knox Planning Scheme.  

EACH Housing is a not-for-profit housing provider with properties in outer east and south-east 
Melbourne. EACH Housing’s mission is “to provide a genuine neighbourhood environment for people 
experiencing housing insecurity...and creating healthy and inclusive communities for all”. 

Clause 52.20 ‘Victoria’s Big Housing Build’ aims to facilitate housing projects funded by Victoria’s Big 
Housing Build, and applies to use and development of the land which is ‘wholly or partly, under 
Victoria’s Big Housing Build Program; and carried out on or behalf of the Director of Housing’. EACH 
Housing has received funding through Victoria’s Big Housing Build and seeks planning approval under 
Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. Clause 52.20 exempts the proposal from any requirement 
in the Knox Planning Scheme, with some exceptions. 

Clause 52.20 provides the use and development, and consultation requirements. This report has been 
prepared in accordance with Clause 52.20-4 ‘Consultation requirements’ and is informed by Clause 
52.20-5 ‘Other pre-commencement requirements. 

The proposal is for a mix of social housing and Specialist Disability Accommodation (SDA): 

 Ten (10) one-bedroom dwellings; 
 Five (5) one-bedroom SDA High Physical Support (Community Care Accommodation) units and 

carer’s room; and 
 Eight (8) car spaces. 
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2. SITE & LOCALITY CONTEXT 
 

3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully is and an irregular shaped lot of 1014m2 with frontage to The Avenue 
and The Laneway. The land consists of three titles with no restrictions on the title. 

The land is undeveloped with the previous buildings demolished in early 2020. The land was 
consolidated into one title in 2021. There are existing trees scattered across the site. It is proposed to 
remove the existing vegetation. The site has a significant slope with the highest point on the south west 
corner falling to the north east corner. The design has sought to provide a consistent floor level and will 
require limited cutting into the lot.  

The site is located within the Ferntree Gully Town Centre. The commercial area is located to the east 
along Station Street and to the north of The Avenue. The Ferntree Gully CFA Station (located at 5 The 
Avenue) is located to the west and residential development to the immediate south. 

The surrounding area is well serviced with public transport with bus and train services with the Ferntree 
Gully Station located nearby. 

The previous buildings on the site have been cleared and vegetation remains on the site. A street tree 
is located to the immediate north of the site. 
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3. PLANNING PROVISIONS 
  

This application seeks approved under Clause 52.20. This report has been prepared as part of the 
consultation requirements under Clause 52.20-4 of the Knox Planning Scheme and includes the 
following: 

 Site Context Analysis 
 Detailed plans 
 Knox Planning Scheme Planning Assessment 
 Clause 52.20-6 and Clause 52.20-7 
 Construction Management Program and Plan 
 Other technical reports: 

− Arboricultural Report 
− Acoustic Report 
− Traffic Assessment 
− Waste Management Plan 

Current Planning Provisions (no exemption) 

The subject site is located in the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) and affected by Schedule 8 to the Design and 
Development Overlay (DDO8) and Schedule 3 to the Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO3).  Clause 
52.20 exempts the proposal from the planning requirements in the Knox Planning Scheme.  

A Planning Assessment under the standard provisions of the Knox Planning Scheme has been 
undertaken in accordance with the requirements of 52.20 if it were not for the exemptions under Clause 
52.20.  Refer to Attachment 1 – Knox Planning Scheme Assessment. 

Under the provisions of the Mixed Use Zone, a permit is not required for the use of the land as dwelling, 
but is required for the community care accommodation. A permit is required for buildings and works. 

A permit is required for buildings and works under DDO8. The mandatory height limit is two storey and 
8m. 

A permit under VPO3 is required for removal of native vegetation greater than 8.0m in height and with a 
trunk girth greater than 0.3m or immediately above the ground for multi-stemmed trees.  

Clause 52.20 Assessment 

A detailed assessment under 52.20-6 and Clause 52.20-7 forms part of this assessment. The proposal 
generally meets the requirement including the parking provision of 0.6 per dwelling which requires 8 
spaces. 
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4. PLANNING ASSESSMENT 
 

Social housing is strongly supported in the Knox Planning Scheme. Clause 21.01 specifically 
recognises that ‘Knox's supply of social housing is below the Melbourne Metropolitan average’. This 
proposal will seek to address the lack of support and implement the key policies to address housing 
options in the municipality. The proposal will not unreasonably impact on the amenity of the adjoining 
dwellings. The site adjoins the CFA to the east, retail to the west and north, and residential to the south. 

The mixed-use development includes social housing and ‘community care accommodation’. The social 
housing units are all one bedroom and provided with external storage and private open space. The 
community care units or SDA are also one bedroom which are supported by a full-time on-site carer 
whom is accommodated in a carer’s room on the ground floor.  The proposal includes only five (5) 
community care accommodation units. 

The proposal seeks variations under Cl52.20-6 and Clause 52.20-7. The key variations sought under 
52.20 include: 

 Access – the site is a corner site and vehicle access will be from The Laneway. The Laneway is not 
a primary street and predominately services the rear of the commercial tenancies in Station Street. 
The Laneway connects Victoria Street to The Avenue and there are no dwellings have that frontage 
to The Laneway. The undercover car park will be accessible from The Laneway and exceeds the 
street frontage requirements of 33%. 

 Walls on Boundaries – the wall on the eastern boundary is about 3.2m and sits above the carpark. 
The building adjoins The Laneway and will not have an amenity impact on residential properties. 

 Daylight to new windows – the balcony design does not provide at least one-third of its perimeter 
open however the depth of the balcony and the habitable room meets the 9m room depth 
requirement to ensure there will be sufficient natural light in the dwelling. 

 Front Fence – the fence exceeds the preferred height to provide private open space for the SDA 
unit on ground level. Given the preferred built form at ground level is 0m, the proposal is consistent 
with the surrounding urban context. 

Height 

DDO8 has a maximum height of 8m and two storeys. The liftwell and enclosed stair well, and the 
architectural features, are above the maximum 8m requirement. The DDA access will provide access to 
the roof top garden.  

Neighbourhood Character 

The proposed two storey development is generally consistent with the desired built form of the Ferntree 
Gully Village. The site adjoins commercial development on the southern side of The Avenue and 
commercial properties are located to the north. The proposed side and front setbacks are generally 
consistent with the existing and preferred built form in the area. It is proposed to remove trees, however 
new vegetation is proposed. 
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Amenity 

The Ferntree Gully Fire Station is located to the immediate west of the subject site. The noise from the 
nearby railway line has also been considered. An Acoustic Assessment has been undertaken to ensure 
that the residential amenity is protected for the future residents.  The Acoustic Report recommends a 
range of mitigation including: 

 Double glazing and window sealing which has been incorporated into the design; 
 Sliding doors on ground floor and Level 1 (notated on plans to meet acoustic requirements) 
 Building materials to meet acoustic requirements 
 Energy efficient heating and cooling will be provided in the building 

 
The proposed building has been designed to limit potential amenity impacts such as overlooking and 
overshadowing.  

Parking and Traffic 

The development proposes 0.6 spaces per dwelling which is consistent with the Clause 52.20 rate. 
EACH Housing will manage the dwellings and each tenant will be matched with appropriate living which 
would include car parking, if required. This site has been selected due to its proximity to public transport 
and key services. 

Waste will be collected and stored in a designated area on the site, and collected by Council.  

Vegetation Assessment 

It is proposed to remove vegetation on the site. A permit is only required for the removal of one tree 
(Tree 11). Tree 11 is a Tea Tree (Leptospermum sp.) with a height of 5.7m and diameter of 0.36m. The 
tree has low retention value.  

Landscaping 

A Landscaping Plan has been prepared which includes canopy trees and indigenous plantings mostly 
from the Knox Landscaping guide.  

Stormwater 

A 15,000l tank to capture run and encourage stormwater retention within the site. 

Sustainability 

A Green Star Assessment has been undertaken and the development will met exemplar ESD 
requirements. The proposal includes 5kW solar PV system to offset energy demand and reduce 
Greenhouse Gas emissions. No gas connection is proposed.  

Overall 

This proposal delivers key state and local policy objectives, aims to provide social housing in an area 
that is currently lacking supply. This is a strategically important development for the area on a site close 
to key infrastructure and services, and will deliver quality design and ESD outcomes.  
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Address 9am
12pm 
noon 3pm Comments

2 Victoria Street Proposed development 
meets both min 
40m.sq. and retain 
greater than 75% of 
POS

POS 439 439 439

75% of POS 329 329 329

Area in Shadow 70 47 116

Area not in Shadow 369 392 323

Has 40m.sq. with 3m min Dim YES YES YES

Development Shadow on site YES YES YES

Complies w/ Development YES YES YES

4 Victoria Street Proposed development 
meets both min 
40m.sq. and retain 
greater than 75% of 
POS

POS 427 427 427

75% of POS 320 320 320

Area in Shadow 100 46 102

Area not in Shadow 327 381 325

Has 40m.sq. with 3m min Dim Yes Yes Yes

Development Shadow on site YES YES NO

Complies w/ Development YES YES YES

No.2
VICTORIA ST

No.4
VICTORIA ST

OPEN GRASSED 
PRIVATE OPEN 

SPACE

OPEN GRASSED 
PRIVATE OPEN 

SPACE

No.2
VICTORIA ST

No.4
VICTORIA ST

OPEN GRASSED 
PRIVATE OPEN 

SPACE

OPEN GRASSED 
PRIVATE OPEN 

SPACE

No.2
VICTORIA ST

No.4
VICTORIA ST

OPEN GRASSED 
PRIVATE OPEN 

SPACE

OPEN GRASSED 
PRIVATE OPEN 

SPACE

SHADOW CAST BY 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

SHADOW CAST BY 
EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Scale   1 : 500
Shadow Diagram 22 Sept@9am
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Watering 

Plants shall be watered immediately after planting, then weekly 
for the first month, then fortnightly for the first 3 months.  Water is 
unnecessary if there has been enough recent rain.  Additional 
watering is required on days over 30 degrees celsius or high wind 
days.  Drought tolerant species are selected but all plants will look 
better if given fortnightly irrigation over hot dry periods. 

Weeding 

Removal of weeds by hand and/or by a weedicide preparation 
once a month or as required.  Take care to avoid spray drift and 
follow manufacturer’s instructions. 
Pruning 

Shrubs and young trees shall be pruned at 3 months, 6 months 
and then yearly for: dead, diseased, misshaped or crossed 
branches and general shaping.  Young trees shall be formatively 
pruned of competing stems to ensure a single main trunk.  Stakes 
shall be removed after one year. 
Pest and disease control 

Check plants for damage once a month and use relevant sprays 
to manufacturere’s recommendations. 
Fertilisers 

A general organic low phosphorus fertiliser shall be placed under 
mulch or incorporated into the soil with a vertical spade cut once 
every 6 months. 
General 

Remove rubbish and replace dead plants with the same species.  
Maintain mulch levels. 

1.
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73 - 75 PATTERSON STREET, RINGWOOD EAST

BLACK SCORIA

(OR SIMILAR)

EXAMPLE OF BREAKDOWN OF COMPONENTS TO FILL
CONCRETE PIPE PLANTERS AND CORTEN STEEL TRIO
PLANTERS AND MAKE READY FOR PLANTING

EXAMPLE OF PLANTER GROWING MEDIA

GROUND LEVEL

PLANT SCHEDULE

FABRIC

Disclaimer
The attached designs, project notes, diagrams, resources, and any other information are placed
under the copyright of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd. Specific products from manufacturers have been
noted. Specification of these products is not intended as an endorsement. Contractors to check
manufacturers' specifications. Contractors to follow engineering plans and computations. When
hiring contractors to install a landscape or irrigation plan, it is recommended that consumers
contract with professionals who are licensed and insured for the work to be performed.
Builders/Landscapers to check all dimensions, levels, engineering, manufacturers' specifications
and services onsite prior to commencement of any works. Any discrepancies to be brought to the
attention of Outdoor Designs. Discrepancies are not the responsibility of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd.

400mm WEATHERING STEEL
EDGE PROFILE - CUSTOM BENT
- 150mm HORIZONTAL
- 250mm HIGH

CONTRACTOR TO CONTACT OUTDOOR
DESIGNS PRIOR TO BUILD

https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

20mm SCORIA MULCH

HY40 EXTENSIVE GROWING
MEDIA TO 30mm FROM TOP
OF PLANTER

HYDROCELL HARDFOAM

GEOTEXTILE

DRAINAGE LAYER

GROUND LEVEL

EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTION OF DECK PLANTER ROOF GARDEN
https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

Secure tree with 2No.
40x40x2400mm hardwood
stakes outside the rootball and
driven in min. 500mm into
natural grade. Secure
tree with 2No. jute/hessian ties
wrapped loosely around trunk.

75mm earth berm

Backfill with surrounding soil,
firming progressively

Dish sides of planting hole

1500 Ø min.
mulch ring

Planting hole min. 2-3 x rootball Ø

rootball

Tree to conform to
planting notes and

taxa specified.
Tree to be placed

straight upright and
level with

surrounding soil.

50mm depth mulch
as specified. Keep

mulch back min.
100mm from trunk

TREE PLANTING DETAIL

DRAINAGE
HOLE

SETDOWN FROM
TOP OF PLANTER

TO TOP OF  SCORIA
MULCH 10mm

LANDSCAPE NOTES
*For Inground planting only, does not apply to planter
structures

Setout
The landscape contractor is to set out all plants in
accordance with this drawing. Planting setout must
then be approved by the landscape designer prior to
planting.

Sourcing
All plant material is to be good quality, healthy stock
which forms to the taxon, size, quantity and form (if
applicable) listed on the plant schedule. All
substitutions must be approved by the landscape
designer. All indigenous specie are to be of local
provenance if specified on the plant schedule. Where
a specific form (e.g. dwarf) has been specified the
contractor may substitute an appropriate cultivar,
however substitutions must first be approved.

All plant material is to meet the following
requirements. Plants which do not meet these
requirements may be rejected:
- Correct taxon, size, form (if applicable) with supplied
plants being of typical form.
- Well developed to size appropriate to the specified
pot size
(i.e. not recently potted on)
- Free from pests and/or diseases
- Free from weeds
- Not showing signs of nutrient deficiencies or
toxicities
- Not water stressed or sun-scorched
- Not mechanically damaged
- With a moist, healthy rootball
- Appropriately hardened off, not soft or forced

Soil preparation
Where practical, the sites of future garden beds are
to be preserved from unnecessary compaction and
soil damage during the construction process.
Soil preparation is to include the following:
- Establishment of site levels
- Removal of all rocks, building rubble and other
materials posing an impediment to plant growth
- Removal of existing weeds using a glycosphate
based herbicide in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions. All weed spraying must take place at
least 2 weeks prior to planting.
- Deep ripping to decompact the soil to a depth of 150
- 300mm
- Amelioration of the existing soil through the
application of soil conditioners. A sample of these
must be supplied to the landscape designer for
approval prior to ordering. Soil conditioners must be
incorporated so solid layering does not occur.
- Composted mulch with an average particle size no
greater than 20mm is to be provided to a depth of
75mm on all garden beds. All mulch is to be free of
weeds, pathogens and inorganic debris. A mulch
sample is to be provided to the landscape designer
for approval prior to ordering. Garden bed
preparation is not to occur during or immediately
following heavy rain events due to the risk of
compaction. Once garden bed preparation has
occurred soil is to be protected from compaction by
machinery and foot traffic.

Planting procedure
Planting is to take place in accordance with the
following:
- Planting is not to take place during extreme weather
events (i.e. hot weather, heavy rain)
- The planting hole, except for semi-advanced trees, is
to be a minimum of 75mm larger than the plant in all
directions. Planting holes are to be prepared so that
the sides are not glazed and so backfill and
surrounding site soil blends without lay- ering.
Planting holes for semi-advanced trees are to be as
per the tree planting detail provided.
 -If soil is very dry then the planting hole is to be filled
with water and allowed to drain completely prior to
planting.
- Planting holes are to be backfilled using surrounding
topsoil free of mulch, sticks, gravel and other items
which may impede plant growth. Backfill is not to be
modified.
- A shallow berm is to be provided around all plants to
aid irrigation.
- Plants are to be mulched in accordance with the
above description, with mulch kept to a minimum of
100mm from the stem of all plants to prevent rot.
- Plants, except for semi-advanced trees are not to be
staked or fertilised.
- All plants are to be thoroughly watered in following
planting.

Please contact landscape designer prior to delivery
of plants. Size, quality
and any substitutions must be checked prior to
delivery.
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73 - 75 PATTERSON STREET, RINGWOOD EAST

BLACK SCORIA

(OR SIMILAR)

EXAMPLE OF BREAKDOWN OF COMPONENTS TO FILL
CONCRETE PIPE PLANTERS AND CORTEN STEEL TRIO
PLANTERS AND MAKE READY FOR PLANTING

EXAMPLE OF PLANTER GROWING MEDIA

GROUND LEVEL

PLANT SCHEDULE

FABRIC

Disclaimer
The attached designs, project notes, diagrams, resources, and any other information are placed
under the copyright of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd. Specific products from manufacturers have been
noted. Specification of these products is not intended as an endorsement. Contractors to check
manufacturers' specifications. Contractors to follow engineering plans and computations. When
hiring contractors to install a landscape or irrigation plan, it is recommended that consumers
contract with professionals who are licensed and insured for the work to be performed.
Builders/Landscapers to check all dimensions, levels, engineering, manufacturers' specifications
and services onsite prior to commencement of any works. Any discrepancies to be brought to the
attention of Outdoor Designs. Discrepancies are not the responsibility of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd.

400mm WEATHERING STEEL
EDGE PROFILE - CUSTOM BENT
- 150mm HORIZONTAL
- 250mm HIGH

CONTRACTOR TO CONTACT OUTDOOR
DESIGNS PRIOR TO BUILD

https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

20mm SCORIA MULCH

HY40 EXTENSIVE GROWING
MEDIA TO 30mm FROM TOP
OF PLANTER

HYDROCELL HARDFOAM

GEOTEXTILE

DRAINAGE LAYER

GROUND LEVEL

EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTION OF DECK PLANTER ROOF GARDEN
https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

Secure tree with 2No.
40x40x2400mm hardwood
stakes outside the rootball and
driven in min. 500mm into
natural grade. Secure
tree with 2No. jute/hessian ties
wrapped loosely around trunk.

75mm earth berm

Backfill with surrounding soil,
firming progressively

Dish sides of planting hole

1500 Ø min.
mulch ring

Planting hole min. 2-3 x rootball Ø

rootball

Tree to conform to
planting notes and

taxa specified.
Tree to be placed

straight upright and
level with

surrounding soil.

50mm depth mulch
as specified. Keep

mulch back min.
100mm from trunk

TREE PLANTING DETAIL

DRAINAGE
HOLE

SETDOWN FROM
TOP OF PLANTER

TO TOP OF  SCORIA
MULCH 10mm

LANDSCAPE NOTES
*For Inground planting only, does not apply to planter
structures

Setout
The landscape contractor is to set out all plants in
accordance with this drawing. Planting setout must
then be approved by the landscape designer prior to
planting.

Sourcing
All plant material is to be good quality, healthy stock
which forms to the taxon, size, quantity and form (if
applicable) listed on the plant schedule. All
substitutions must be approved by the landscape
designer. All indigenous specie are to be of local
provenance if specified on the plant schedule. Where
a specific form (e.g. dwarf) has been specified the
contractor may substitute an appropriate cultivar,
however substitutions must first be approved.

All plant material is to meet the following
requirements. Plants which do not meet these
requirements may be rejected:
- Correct taxon, size, form (if applicable) with supplied
plants being of typical form.
- Well developed to size appropriate to the specified
pot size
(i.e. not recently potted on)
- Free from pests and/or diseases
- Free from weeds
- Not showing signs of nutrient deficiencies or
toxicities
- Not water stressed or sun-scorched
- Not mechanically damaged
- With a moist, healthy rootball
- Appropriately hardened off, not soft or forced

Soil preparation
Where practical, the sites of future garden beds are
to be preserved from unnecessary compaction and
soil damage during the construction process.
Soil preparation is to include the following:
- Establishment of site levels
- Removal of all rocks, building rubble and other
materials posing an impediment to plant growth
- Removal of existing weeds using a glycosphate
based herbicide in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions. All weed spraying must take place at
least 2 weeks prior to planting.
- Deep ripping to decompact the soil to a depth of 150
- 300mm
- Amelioration of the existing soil through the
application of soil conditioners. A sample of these
must be supplied to the landscape designer for
approval prior to ordering. Soil conditioners must be
incorporated so solid layering does not occur.
- Composted mulch with an average particle size no
greater than 20mm is to be provided to a depth of
75mm on all garden beds. All mulch is to be free of
weeds, pathogens and inorganic debris. A mulch
sample is to be provided to the landscape designer
for approval prior to ordering. Garden bed
preparation is not to occur during or immediately
following heavy rain events due to the risk of
compaction. Once garden bed preparation has
occurred soil is to be protected from compaction by
machinery and foot traffic.

Planting procedure
Planting is to take place in accordance with the
following:
- Planting is not to take place during extreme weather
events (i.e. hot weather, heavy rain)
- The planting hole, except for semi-advanced trees, is
to be a minimum of 75mm larger than the plant in all
directions. Planting holes are to be prepared so that
the sides are not glazed and so backfill and
surrounding site soil blends without lay- ering.
Planting holes for semi-advanced trees are to be as
per the tree planting detail provided.
 -If soil is very dry then the planting hole is to be filled
with water and allowed to drain completely prior to
planting.
- Planting holes are to be backfilled using surrounding
topsoil free of mulch, sticks, gravel and other items
which may impede plant growth. Backfill is not to be
modified.
- A shallow berm is to be provided around all plants to
aid irrigation.
- Plants are to be mulched in accordance with the
above description, with mulch kept to a minimum of
100mm from the stem of all plants to prevent rot.
- Plants, except for semi-advanced trees are not to be
staked or fertilised.
- All plants are to be thoroughly watered in following
planting.

Please contact landscape designer prior to delivery
of plants. Size, quality
and any substitutions must be checked prior to
delivery.

Watering 

Plants shall be watered immediately after planting, then weekly 
for the first month, then fortnightly for the first 3 months.  Water is 
unnecessary if there has been enough recent rain.  Additional 
watering is required on days over 30 degrees celsius or high wind 
days.  Drought tolerant species are selected but all plants will look 
better if given fortnightly irrigation over hot dry periods. 

Weeding 

Removal of weeds by hand and/or by a weedicide preparation 
once a month or as required.  Take care to avoid spray drift and 
follow manufacturer’s instructions. 
Pruning 

Shrubs and young trees shall be pruned at 3 months, 6 months 
and then yearly for: dead, diseased, misshaped or crossed 
branches and general shaping.  Young trees shall be formatively 
pruned of competing stems to ensure a single main trunk.  Stakes 
shall be removed after one year. 

1. Rooftop maintenance is to include the following:

- Removal and replacement of selected plants
- Removal of waste plant material from rooftop
- Monitor and maintain plant nutrition 
- Ensure adequate nutrition levels for plants
- Check for signs of pests or disease quarterly and treat as 

needed
- Inspect rooftop after severe weather events (eg. wind or 

heat) to look  for signs of stress
- Maintain climbing plants with an annual prune
- Prune to maintain required shape and form of plants
- Maintain and check irrigation system (drip irrigation)
- Make seasonal adjustments to irrigation volume and 

frequency

A AWTOWN PLANNING REV A 10.08.2021

B AWTOWN PLANNING REV B 22.09.2021

11.10.2021

C

C AWTOWN PLANNING REV C 11.10.2021
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APT.0.04

Lift

Bin Room
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1 Bed SDA - Community
Care Unit - Type B

APT.0.06

1 Bed SDA - Community
Care Unit - Type B

APT.0.07

DP-1

DP-1

DP-1

GROUND FLOOR PLANTING PLAN 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Setout
The landscape contractor is to set out all Plans in accordance 
with this drawing.
accordance with this drawing. Planting setout must then be 
approved by the landscape designer prior to planting.

Sourcing
All plant material is to be good quality, healthy stock which forms 
to the taxton, size,quantity and forms(if applicable ) listed on the 
Plant schedule.  All substitutions must be approved by the 
landscape designer. All indigenous species are to be of local 
provenance if specified on the plant schedule. Where a specific 
form (e.g. Dwarf) has been specified the contractor may 
substitute an appropriate cultivar, however substitutions must first 
be approved.
requirements. 

All Plant material is to meet the following requirements. Plants 
which do not meet these requirements may be rejected: 

- Correct taxon, size, form (if applicable) with supplied plants 
being of typical form.
- Well developed to size appropriate to the specified pot size (i.e., 
not recently potted on)
- Free from pest and/or disease
- Free from weeds
- Not showing sign
- Not showing signs of nutrient deficiencies or toxicities
- Not water stressed or sun-scorched
- Not mechanically damaged
- With a moist, healthy rootball
- Appropriately hardened off, not soft or forced

Soil preparation
Where practical, the sites of future garden beds are to be 
preserved from unnecessary compaction and soil damage during 
the construction process.
Soil preparation is to include the following:
- Establishment of site levels
- Removal of all rocks, building rubble and other materials posing 
an impediment to plant growth
- Removal of existing weed using a herbicide in accordance with 
manufacturers instructions. All weed spraying must take place at 
least 2 weeks prior to planting.

- Deep ripping to decompact the soil to a depth of 150 - 300mm
- Amelioration of the existing soil through the application of soil 
conditioners. A sample of these must be supplied to the 
landscape designer for approval prior to ordering. Soil 
conditioners must be incorporated so solid layering does not 
occur.
- Composted mulch with an average particle size no greater than 
20mm is to be provided to a depth of 75mm on all garden beds. 
All mulch is to be free of weeds, pathogens and inorganic debris. 
A mulch sample is to be provided to the landscape designer for 
approval prior to ordering. Garden bed preparation is not to occur 
during or immediately following heavy rain events due to the risk 
of compaction. Once garden bed preparation has
occurred soil is to be protected from compaction by machinery 
and foot traffic.

Planting procedure
Planting is to take place in accordance with the following.
- Planting is not to take place during extreme weather events (i.e. 
hot weather, heavy rain)
- The planting hole, except for semi-advanced trees, is to be a 
minimum of 75mm larger than the plant in all directions. Planting 
holes are to be prepared so that the sides are not glazed and so 
back fill and surrounding site soil blends without lay- erring. 
Planting holes for semi-advanced trees are to be as per the tree 
planting detail provided.
-If soil is very dry then the planting hole is to be filled with water 
and allowed to drain completely prior to planting.
- Planting holes are to be backfilled using surrounding topsoil free 
of mulch, stick gravel and other items which may impede plant 
growth. Backfill is not to be modified.
- A shallow berm is to be provided around all plants to aid 
irrigation.
- Plants are to be mulched in accordance with the above 
description, with mulch kept to a minimum of 100mm from the 
stem of all plants to prevent rot.
- Plants, except for semi-advanced trees are not to be staked or 
fertilized.
- All plants are to be thoroughly watered in following planting.
Please contact landscape designer prior to delivery of plants. 

Size, quality and any substitutions must be checked prior to 
delivery.
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CONCRETE PIPE PLANTERS AND CORTEN STEEL TRIO
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EXAMPLE OF PLANTER GROWING MEDIA

GROUND LEVEL
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Disclaimer
The attached designs, project notes, diagrams, resources, and any other information are placed
under the copyright of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd. Specific products from manufacturers have been
noted. Specification of these products is not intended as an endorsement. Contractors to check
manufacturers' specifications. Contractors to follow engineering plans and computations. When
hiring contractors to install a landscape or irrigation plan, it is recommended that consumers
contract with professionals who are licensed and insured for the work to be performed.
Builders/Landscapers to check all dimensions, levels, engineering, manufacturers' specifications
and services onsite prior to commencement of any works. Any discrepancies to be brought to the
attention of Outdoor Designs. Discrepancies are not the responsibility of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd.

400mm WEATHERING STEEL
EDGE PROFILE - CUSTOM BENT
- 150mm HORIZONTAL
- 250mm HIGH

CONTRACTOR TO CONTACT OUTDOOR
DESIGNS PRIOR TO BUILD

https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

20mm SCORIA MULCH

HY40 EXTENSIVE GROWING
MEDIA TO 30mm FROM TOP
OF PLANTER

HYDROCELL HARDFOAM

GEOTEXTILE

DRAINAGE LAYER

GROUND LEVEL

EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTION OF DECK PLANTER ROOF GARDEN
https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

Secure tree with 2No.
40x40x2400mm hardwood
stakes outside the rootball and
driven in min. 500mm into
natural grade. Secure
tree with 2No. jute/hessian ties
wrapped loosely around trunk.

75mm earth berm

Backfill with surrounding soil,
firming progressively

Dish sides of planting hole

1500 Ø min.
mulch ring

Planting hole min. 2-3 x rootball Ø

rootball

Tree to conform to
planting notes and

taxa specified.
Tree to be placed

straight upright and
level with

surrounding soil.

50mm depth mulch
as specified. Keep

mulch back min.
100mm from trunk

TREE PLANTING DETAIL

DRAINAGE
HOLE

SETDOWN FROM
TOP OF PLANTER

TO TOP OF  SCORIA
MULCH 10mm

LANDSCAPE NOTES
*For Inground planting only, does not apply to planter
structures

Setout
The landscape contractor is to set out all plants in
accordance with this drawing. Planting setout must
then be approved by the landscape designer prior to
planting.

Sourcing
All plant material is to be good quality, healthy stock
which forms to the taxon, size, quantity and form (if
applicable) listed on the plant schedule. All
substitutions must be approved by the landscape
designer. All indigenous specie are to be of local
provenance if specified on the plant schedule. Where
a specific form (e.g. dwarf) has been specified the
contractor may substitute an appropriate cultivar,
however substitutions must first be approved.

All plant material is to meet the following
requirements. Plants which do not meet these
requirements may be rejected:
- Correct taxon, size, form (if applicable) with supplied
plants being of typical form.
- Well developed to size appropriate to the specified
pot size
(i.e. not recently potted on)
- Free from pests and/or diseases
- Free from weeds
- Not showing signs of nutrient deficiencies or
toxicities
- Not water stressed or sun-scorched
- Not mechanically damaged
- With a moist, healthy rootball
- Appropriately hardened off, not soft or forced

Soil preparation
Where practical, the sites of future garden beds are
to be preserved from unnecessary compaction and
soil damage during the construction process.
Soil preparation is to include the following:
- Establishment of site levels
- Removal of all rocks, building rubble and other
materials posing an impediment to plant growth
- Removal of existing weeds using a glycosphate
based herbicide in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions. All weed spraying must take place at
least 2 weeks prior to planting.
- Deep ripping to decompact the soil to a depth of 150
- 300mm
- Amelioration of the existing soil through the
application of soil conditioners. A sample of these
must be supplied to the landscape designer for
approval prior to ordering. Soil conditioners must be
incorporated so solid layering does not occur.
- Composted mulch with an average particle size no
greater than 20mm is to be provided to a depth of
75mm on all garden beds. All mulch is to be free of
weeds, pathogens and inorganic debris. A mulch
sample is to be provided to the landscape designer
for approval prior to ordering. Garden bed
preparation is not to occur during or immediately
following heavy rain events due to the risk of
compaction. Once garden bed preparation has
occurred soil is to be protected from compaction by
machinery and foot traffic.

Planting procedure
Planting is to take place in accordance with the
following:
- Planting is not to take place during extreme weather
events (i.e. hot weather, heavy rain)
- The planting hole, except for semi-advanced trees, is
to be a minimum of 75mm larger than the plant in all
directions. Planting holes are to be prepared so that
the sides are not glazed and so backfill and
surrounding site soil blends without lay- ering.
Planting holes for semi-advanced trees are to be as
per the tree planting detail provided.
 -If soil is very dry then the planting hole is to be filled
with water and allowed to drain completely prior to
planting.
- Planting holes are to be backfilled using surrounding
topsoil free of mulch, sticks, gravel and other items
which may impede plant growth. Backfill is not to be
modified.
- A shallow berm is to be provided around all plants to
aid irrigation.
- Plants are to be mulched in accordance with the
above description, with mulch kept to a minimum of
100mm from the stem of all plants to prevent rot.
- Plants, except for semi-advanced trees are not to be
staked or fertilised.
- All plants are to be thoroughly watered in following
planting.

Please contact landscape designer prior to delivery
of plants. Size, quality
and any substitutions must be checked prior to
delivery.

Plant Schedule
Key Botanical Name Common Name Mature Height Mature Spread Pot /Supply Size Qty Note

Cc'DP' Corymbia citriodora 'Dwarf Pink' Dwarf Pink 7m 3m 40cm/MIN 1.8m Tall 3 *
Er Elaeocarpus reticulatus ‘Prima Donna’ Blueberry Ash 8m 4m 40cm/MIN 1.8m Tall 2 *

PmP Philotheca myoporoides 'Profusion' Wax Flower 0.7m 0.7m 14cm 27

Om Orthrosanthus multiflorus Morning Iris 0.6m 0.4m 14cm 258
Bbl Bulbina bulbosa Bulbine lily 0.75m 0.23m 14cm 50
Ca'DF' Chrysocephalum apiculatum 'Desert Flame' Yellow Buttons 0.2 - 0.3m 0.4 - 0.5m 14cm 99 *
Pj'LD' Pandorea jasminoides 'Lady Di' 'Lady Di' Pandorea 3 - 5m Climber to Structure 14cm 43
Ah'AV' Anigozanthos hybrid 'Amber Velvet' Kangaroo Paw 0.5m 0.4m 14cm 12 *

* - These varieties have been selected 
for improved form, reliability, drought 
tolerance and require minimal maintenance.
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noted. Specification of these products is not intended as an endorsement. Contractors to check
manufacturers' specifications. Contractors to follow engineering plans and computations. When
hiring contractors to install a landscape or irrigation plan, it is recommended that consumers
contract with professionals who are licensed and insured for the work to be performed.
Builders/Landscapers to check all dimensions, levels, engineering, manufacturers' specifications
and services onsite prior to commencement of any works. Any discrepancies to be brought to the
attention of Outdoor Designs. Discrepancies are not the responsibility of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd.

400mm WEATHERING STEEL
EDGE PROFILE - CUSTOM BENT
- 150mm HORIZONTAL
- 250mm HIGH

CONTRACTOR TO CONTACT OUTDOOR
DESIGNS PRIOR TO BUILD
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HY40 EXTENSIVE GROWING
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OF PLANTER
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EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTION OF DECK PLANTER ROOF GARDEN
https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

Secure tree with 2No.
40x40x2400mm hardwood
stakes outside the rootball and
driven in min. 500mm into
natural grade. Secure
tree with 2No. jute/hessian ties
wrapped loosely around trunk.

75mm earth berm

Backfill with surrounding soil,
firming progressively

Dish sides of planting hole

1500 Ø min.
mulch ring

Planting hole min. 2-3 x rootball Ø

rootball

Tree to conform to
planting notes and

taxa specified.
Tree to be placed

straight upright and
level with

surrounding soil.

50mm depth mulch
as specified. Keep

mulch back min.
100mm from trunk

TREE PLANTING DETAIL

DRAINAGE
HOLE

SETDOWN FROM
TOP OF PLANTER

TO TOP OF  SCORIA
MULCH 10mm

LANDSCAPE NOTES
*For Inground planting only, does not apply to planter
structures

Setout
The landscape contractor is to set out all plants in
accordance with this drawing. Planting setout must
then be approved by the landscape designer prior to
planting.

Sourcing
All plant material is to be good quality, healthy stock
which forms to the taxon, size, quantity and form (if
applicable) listed on the plant schedule. All
substitutions must be approved by the landscape
designer. All indigenous specie are to be of local
provenance if specified on the plant schedule. Where
a specific form (e.g. dwarf) has been specified the
contractor may substitute an appropriate cultivar,
however substitutions must first be approved.

All plant material is to meet the following
requirements. Plants which do not meet these
requirements may be rejected:
- Correct taxon, size, form (if applicable) with supplied
plants being of typical form.
- Well developed to size appropriate to the specified
pot size
(i.e. not recently potted on)
- Free from pests and/or diseases
- Free from weeds
- Not showing signs of nutrient deficiencies or
toxicities
- Not water stressed or sun-scorched
- Not mechanically damaged
- With a moist, healthy rootball
- Appropriately hardened off, not soft or forced

Soil preparation
Where practical, the sites of future garden beds are
to be preserved from unnecessary compaction and
soil damage during the construction process.
Soil preparation is to include the following:
- Establishment of site levels
- Removal of all rocks, building rubble and other
materials posing an impediment to plant growth
- Removal of existing weeds using a glycosphate
based herbicide in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions. All weed spraying must take place at
least 2 weeks prior to planting.
- Deep ripping to decompact the soil to a depth of 150
- 300mm
- Amelioration of the existing soil through the
application of soil conditioners. A sample of these
must be supplied to the landscape designer for
approval prior to ordering. Soil conditioners must be
incorporated so solid layering does not occur.
- Composted mulch with an average particle size no
greater than 20mm is to be provided to a depth of
75mm on all garden beds. All mulch is to be free of
weeds, pathogens and inorganic debris. A mulch
sample is to be provided to the landscape designer
for approval prior to ordering. Garden bed
preparation is not to occur during or immediately
following heavy rain events due to the risk of
compaction. Once garden bed preparation has
occurred soil is to be protected from compaction by
machinery and foot traffic.

Planting procedure
Planting is to take place in accordance with the
following:
- Planting is not to take place during extreme weather
events (i.e. hot weather, heavy rain)
- The planting hole, except for semi-advanced trees, is
to be a minimum of 75mm larger than the plant in all
directions. Planting holes are to be prepared so that
the sides are not glazed and so backfill and
surrounding site soil blends without lay- ering.
Planting holes for semi-advanced trees are to be as
per the tree planting detail provided.
 -If soil is very dry then the planting hole is to be filled
with water and allowed to drain completely prior to
planting.
- Planting holes are to be backfilled using surrounding
topsoil free of mulch, sticks, gravel and other items
which may impede plant growth. Backfill is not to be
modified.
- A shallow berm is to be provided around all plants to
aid irrigation.
- Plants are to be mulched in accordance with the
above description, with mulch kept to a minimum of
100mm from the stem of all plants to prevent rot.
- Plants, except for semi-advanced trees are not to be
staked or fertilised.
- All plants are to be thoroughly watered in following
planting.

Please contact landscape designer prior to delivery
of plants. Size, quality
and any substitutions must be checked prior to
delivery.

A AWTOWN PLANNING REV A 10.08.2021

B AWTOWN PLANNING REV B 22.09.2021
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Plant Schedule
Key Botanical Name Common Name Mature Height Mature Spread Pot /Supply Size Qty Note

Oe'TU' Olea europea 'Tolley's Upright' Tolley's Upright Olive 7m 4m 40cm/MIN 1.8M Tall 2 Clip to 2mH x 1.5mW.
Cf'FF' Corymbia ficifolia 'Fairy Floss' Grafted Flowering Gum 6m 4m 40cm/MIN 1.8M Tall 1

Sf'VB' Salvia farinacea 'Victoria Blue' Salvia Victoria Blue 0.6m 0.3m 10cm 34
Wf'GB' Westringia fruticosa 'Grey Box' Westringia Grey Box 0.3 - 0.4m 0.3 - 0.45m 14cm 15
Ro'P' Rosmarinus officinalis 'Prostratus' Groundcover Rosemary 0.3m Up to 1.2m 14cm 14
Pm'P' Philotheca myoporoides 'Profusion' Wax Flower Profusion 1.5m 1.5m 20cm 1
Ln'BB' Laurus nobilis 'Baby Bay' Laurus Baby Bay 1 - 2m 1.5 - 2m 40cm 6 Clip to 1.5mH x 1mW Hedge.

Vp'DS' Veronica perfoliata 'Diggers Speedwell' Diggers Speedwell 0.6m 0.6m 14cm 12
Mp'Y' Myoporum parvifolium 'Yareena' Creeping Boobialla 0.1m 1m 14cm 3 *
As Allium schoenoprasum Chives 0.3m 0.3m 7cm 12
Tc Thymus x citriodorus Lemon Thyme 0.5m 0.5m 7cm 11
Bm'W' Bacopa megacoba 'White' Bacopa 0.1m 0.3m 14cm 86
Om Orthrosanthus multiflorus Morning Iris 0.6m 0.4m 20cm 21
Ch'SD' Chrysanthemum hybrid 'Snow Dome' Snow Dome Chrysanthemum 0.4m 0.6m 14cm 8
Tj Trachelospermum jasminoides Star Jasmine 6.0 - 9.0m Climber to Structure 14cm 15
Pj'LD' Pandorea jasminoides 'Lady Di' 'Lady Di' Pandorea 3 - 5m Climber to Structure 14cm 15

* - These varieties have been selected 
for improved form, reliability, drought 
tolerance and require minimal maintenance.
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73 - 75 PATTERSON STREET, RINGWOOD EAST

BLACK SCORIA

(OR SIMILAR)

EXAMPLE OF BREAKDOWN OF COMPONENTS TO FILL
CONCRETE PIPE PLANTERS AND CORTEN STEEL TRIO
PLANTERS AND MAKE READY FOR PLANTING

EXAMPLE OF PLANTER GROWING MEDIA

GROUND LEVEL

PLANT SCHEDULE

FABRIC

Disclaimer
The attached designs, project notes, diagrams, resources, and any other information are placed
under the copyright of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd. Specific products from manufacturers have been
noted. Specification of these products is not intended as an endorsement. Contractors to check
manufacturers' specifications. Contractors to follow engineering plans and computations. When
hiring contractors to install a landscape or irrigation plan, it is recommended that consumers
contract with professionals who are licensed and insured for the work to be performed.
Builders/Landscapers to check all dimensions, levels, engineering, manufacturers' specifications
and services onsite prior to commencement of any works. Any discrepancies to be brought to the
attention of Outdoor Designs. Discrepancies are not the responsibility of Outdoor Designs Pty Ltd.

400mm WEATHERING STEEL
EDGE PROFILE - CUSTOM BENT
- 150mm HORIZONTAL
- 250mm HIGH

CONTRACTOR TO CONTACT OUTDOOR
DESIGNS PRIOR TO BUILD

https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

20mm SCORIA MULCH

HY40 EXTENSIVE GROWING
MEDIA TO 30mm FROM TOP
OF PLANTER

HYDROCELL HARDFOAM

GEOTEXTILE

DRAINAGE LAYER

GROUND LEVEL

EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTION OF DECK PLANTER ROOF GARDEN
https://fytogreen.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roof-Garden-Specs-2019.pdf

Secure tree with 2No.
40x40x2400mm hardwood
stakes outside the rootball and
driven in min. 500mm into
natural grade. Secure
tree with 2No. jute/hessian ties
wrapped loosely around trunk.

75mm earth berm

Backfill with surrounding soil,
firming progressively

Dish sides of planting hole

1500 Ø min.
mulch ring

Planting hole min. 2-3 x rootball Ø

rootball

Tree to conform to
planting notes and

taxa specified.
Tree to be placed

straight upright and
level with

surrounding soil.

50mm depth mulch
as specified. Keep

mulch back min.
100mm from trunk

TREE PLANTING DETAIL

DRAINAGE
HOLE

SETDOWN FROM
TOP OF PLANTER

TO TOP OF  SCORIA
MULCH 10mm

LANDSCAPE NOTES
*For Inground planting only, does not apply to planter
structures

Setout
The landscape contractor is to set out all plants in
accordance with this drawing. Planting setout must
then be approved by the landscape designer prior to
planting.

Sourcing
All plant material is to be good quality, healthy stock
which forms to the taxon, size, quantity and form (if
applicable) listed on the plant schedule. All
substitutions must be approved by the landscape
designer. All indigenous specie are to be of local
provenance if specified on the plant schedule. Where
a specific form (e.g. dwarf) has been specified the
contractor may substitute an appropriate cultivar,
however substitutions must first be approved.

All plant material is to meet the following
requirements. Plants which do not meet these
requirements may be rejected:
- Correct taxon, size, form (if applicable) with supplied
plants being of typical form.
- Well developed to size appropriate to the specified
pot size
(i.e. not recently potted on)
- Free from pests and/or diseases
- Free from weeds
- Not showing signs of nutrient deficiencies or
toxicities
- Not water stressed or sun-scorched
- Not mechanically damaged
- With a moist, healthy rootball
- Appropriately hardened off, not soft or forced

Soil preparation
Where practical, the sites of future garden beds are
to be preserved from unnecessary compaction and
soil damage during the construction process.
Soil preparation is to include the following:
- Establishment of site levels
- Removal of all rocks, building rubble and other
materials posing an impediment to plant growth
- Removal of existing weeds using a glycosphate
based herbicide in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions. All weed spraying must take place at
least 2 weeks prior to planting.
- Deep ripping to decompact the soil to a depth of 150
- 300mm
- Amelioration of the existing soil through the
application of soil conditioners. A sample of these
must be supplied to the landscape designer for
approval prior to ordering. Soil conditioners must be
incorporated so solid layering does not occur.
- Composted mulch with an average particle size no
greater than 20mm is to be provided to a depth of
75mm on all garden beds. All mulch is to be free of
weeds, pathogens and inorganic debris. A mulch
sample is to be provided to the landscape designer
for approval prior to ordering. Garden bed
preparation is not to occur during or immediately
following heavy rain events due to the risk of
compaction. Once garden bed preparation has
occurred soil is to be protected from compaction by
machinery and foot traffic.

Planting procedure
Planting is to take place in accordance with the
following:
- Planting is not to take place during extreme weather
events (i.e. hot weather, heavy rain)
- The planting hole, except for semi-advanced trees, is
to be a minimum of 75mm larger than the plant in all
directions. Planting holes are to be prepared so that
the sides are not glazed and so backfill and
surrounding site soil blends without lay- ering.
Planting holes for semi-advanced trees are to be as
per the tree planting detail provided.
 -If soil is very dry then the planting hole is to be filled
with water and allowed to drain completely prior to
planting.
- Planting holes are to be backfilled using surrounding
topsoil free of mulch, sticks, gravel and other items
which may impede plant growth. Backfill is not to be
modified.
- A shallow berm is to be provided around all plants to
aid irrigation.
- Plants are to be mulched in accordance with the
above description, with mulch kept to a minimum of
100mm from the stem of all plants to prevent rot.
- Plants, except for semi-advanced trees are not to be
staked or fertilised.
- All plants are to be thoroughly watered in following
planting.

Please contact landscape designer prior to delivery
of plants. Size, quality
and any substitutions must be checked prior to
delivery.

TOWN PLANNING REV A 10.08.2021

B AWTOWN PLANNING REV B 22.09.2021
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Subject: Community Consulta-on for New Social Housing Development in Ferntree Gully
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2021 at 12:29:58 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time
From:

A8achments: image343218.png, image264631.png, image558656.png, image023416.png,
image680490.png, image340676.jpg, image002.jpg, image519690.png, image841111.png,
image402002.png, image085085.png, image818562.png, image937907.jpg,
image623086.jpg, Community Consulta-on Package - 3 The Avenue.zip, Sign - Community
Consulta-on No-ce.pdf

Dear Knox City Council,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find a`ached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a le`er to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also a`ached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The le`er and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 

ria | 3134
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Subject: AutoResponse: Community Consulta2on for New Social Housing Development in Ferntree Gully
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2021 at 12:32:06 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time

IMPORTANT: Please do not reply to this e-mail as this is an automated service.

Thank you for submiUng a general enquiry or request with Knox City Council. Your email will be referred to the
relevant department for ac2oning.

If you need to contact us further please submit an online request or call us during business hours on 9298 8000.

Regards

Knox City Council

Logo

 ***PLEASE DO NOT RESPOND TO THIS EMAIL***

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/ySH2C6XQ0NHrJxEVIpIXkF?domain=eservices.knox.vic.gov.au
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Subject: Community Consulta-on for New Social Housing Development in Ferntree Gully
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2021 at 12:47:52 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time
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Dear Mayor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find aaached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a leaer to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also aaached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The leaer and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Subject: Community Consulta-on for New Social Housing Development in Ferntree Gully
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2021 at 12:47:00 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time
From:
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image417190.png, image649298.jpg, image001.jpg, image004.jpg, image581807.png,
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Sign - Community Consulta-on No-ce.pdf

Dear Deputy Mayor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find aaached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a leaer to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also aaached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The leaer and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find a`ached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a le`er to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also a`ached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The le`er and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find aaached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a leaer to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also aaached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The leaer and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find a`ached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a le`er to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also a`ached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The le`er and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find aaached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a leaer to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also aaached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The leaer and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find a`ached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a le`er to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also a`ached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The le`er and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 

  



Page 1 of 3

Subject: Community Consulta-on for New Social Housing Development in Ferntree Gully
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2021 at 12:44:36 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time
From:

A8achments: image532725.png, image638956.png, image736878.png, image977809.png,
image417190.png, image649298.jpg, image002.jpg, image003.jpg, image698694.png,
image748082.png, image059646.png, image643138.png, image605747.png,
image737333.jpg, image655951.jpg, Community Consulta-on Package - 3 The Avenue.zip,
Sign - Community Consulta-on No-ce.pdf

Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find a`ached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a le`er to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also a`ached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The le`er and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Subject: Community Consulta-on for New Social Housing Development in Ferntree Gully
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2021 at 12:50:00 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time
From:

A8achments: image532725.png, image638956.png, image736878.png, image977809.png,
image417190.png, image649298.jpg, image002.jpg, image003.jpg, image101685.png,
image860312.png, image622715.png, image424389.png, image976716.png,
image727894.jpg, image650673.jpg, Community Consulta-on Package - 3 The Avenue.zip,
Sign - Community Consulta-on No-ce.pdf

Dear Councillor,
 
EACH Housing is undertaking Community Consulta-on regarding its proposal for social housing at 3 The
Avenue, Ferntree Gully. The project has received funding under the Victorian Government’s Big Housing
Build.
 
We have no-fied residents and land owners within 50m of the site of the proposal and placed a no-ce of
community consulta-on sign at 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. Please find aaached for your reference a
copy of the Community Consulta-on Package containing a leaer to residents/ land owners and
suppor-ng proposal informa-on. Also aaached is a copy of the sign installed at the proposal site.
 
The leaer and Community Consulta-on Package sent to residents and landowners has been prepared
with assistance from Homes Victoria.
 
NovoPlanning, on behalf of EACH Housing, has lodged a planning permit applica-on with Knox City
Council however it is proposed that this proposal be considered by the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change under Clause 52.20 of the Knox Planning Scheme. This provision applies to projects
funded under the Big Housing Build.
 
Our Consultant and Design team have been liaising with Knox City Council regarding this proposal.
 
If you have any comments, or wish to discuss the proposal in more detail please do not hesitate to myself
or 
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Appendix C: 
Referrals & Planning Application Request for Information 
 

 Arboricultural Referral Response 

 Stormwater Referral Response 

 Traffic and Transport Referral Response 

 Waste Services Referral Response 

 10/07/21  Knox City Council RFI for Planning Application No P/2021/6341 

  



 

Arboricultural Referral Response 
Application No: P/2021/6341 

Date: 07-Jul-2021 

Application Description: Development of (10) dwellings; Use & development of (6) 

community care/social disability units (and carer's); 

Reduction of car parking requirement and Removal of 

vegetation 

Address: 3 The Avenue, FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156 

 

Hi  

Desktop assessment undertaken 7/07/2021 with reference to Arboricultural Impact Assessment, 

TMC Reports (25/01/2021), GIS and attached plans. 

Please refer to attachment for tree numbers and locations. 

Comments are as follows: 

 

Street Trees: 

 T1 – Refer to Parks Services for comment. 

 

Neighbouring Trees: 

 T18 – Callistemon viminalis. TPZ 2.8m. Unlikely to be impacted by proposal. 

 T19 – Prunus cerasifera. TPZ 5.4m. Existing (now demolished) buildings on subject site 

adjacent to tree constitute an existing impediment to root growth. It is highly likely that root 

development into subject site is extremely limited, if it exists at all.  

Boundary fence, if it is retained, will be sufficient protection. 

 

Trees on Subject Site: 

 All trees proposed to be removed. Removal is not opposed. 

 NB Arb. Report states T11 Leptospermum sp. is subject to permit requirements for removal 

under VPO3 but I am not sure why as it has not been identified to a species level and may 

not meet size requirements to trigger permit in any case. (Either way, removal is not 

opposed). 

 

General: 

 All trees must be identified and accurately plotted on plans, indicating proposed removal or 
retention and TPZs where appropriate. 

 Tree protection measures must be installed prior to any commencement of works. 

 TPZs to be managed and maintained in accordance with AS-4970 Protection of Trees on 
Development Sites. 



 

 Tree protection fencing / ground protection must be drawn on all plans and should be a 
condition of planning permit. 

 
 

Regards, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Stormwater Referral Response 
Application No: P/2021/6341 

Date: 29-Jun-2021 

Application Description: Development of (10) dwellings; Use & development of (6) 

community care/social disability units (and carer's); 

Reduction of car parking requirement and Removal of 

vegetation 

Address: 3 The Avenue, FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156 

Stormwater Discharge 

1. Stormwater discharge from property is to be directed to the Council Stormwater pit near the 

NE corner of the property to Council standards and satisfaction. 

 

1. The total Permissible Site Discharge (PSD) for the property, including all dwellings, is 4.0 L/s 

to the existing Council drainage system for a 5 year ARI (18.13% AEP) event.  

Build Over Easement (BOE) 

A Build Over Easement application will not be required in this instance. 

Flooding 

The Site is not subject to flooding conditions. 

Review of Overland Flow Path (OFP) 

The proposed development has not provided an adequate Overland Flow Path 

Notes for the Planner 

Build Over Easement (BOE) 

 There is no easement within the property, therefore a Build Over Easement application will 
not be necessary in this instance. 

OFP (Overland Flow Path) 

Inadequate overland flow path through the property is shown.  The applicant must 

demonstrate how overland flow for the 100 year ARI (1% AEP) will be appropriately 

managed to Council's satisfaction. Details must be included in the engineering stormwater 

design plans. 

 



 

 

Please inform the Stormwater Team if any of the above conditions are not going to be included in 

the permit. 

 

 

 

Stormwater Projects Engineer.  

 



 

Stormwater comments on the proposed 

development of  

3 The Avenue FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156 

29/06/2021 

If a town planning permit is required 
for this site, flow restrictions to the 
point of discharge will be imposed. 
Please refer to current Town Planning 
Permit for all stormwater drainage 
conditions. 

Please note that any existing drainage information to be provided 
will be interpreted from either the original design plans or current 
council electronic database. The contractor is to confirm this 
information on site. The City of Knox does not guarantee the 
accuracy of this information and disclaims any liability resulting 
from the usage of it. 

Plan not to scale 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Overland 
Flowpath 

All the paling fence should be porous to 

pass 100yr ARI event overland flow safely. 

Approved point 

of discharge 

ø150 

Ø300 

Ø300 

Records indicate that there are no easements or Council assets within 

the property.  Applicant/Contractor to confirm easement details from 

current title information. 

Ensure paved area (driveway) 

grades away from dwelling. 

Ensure adequate drainage on upstream 

face of proposed building 

Recommends to offset the building from 

the boundary for Stormwater management 

within the property.(leave a gap to run 

Stormwater pipes) 



 

Stormwater comments on the proposed 

development of  

3 The Avenue FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156 

29/06/2021 

If a town planning permit is required 
for this site, flow restrictions to the 
point of discharge will be imposed. 
Please refer to current Town Planning 
Permit for all stormwater drainage 
conditions. 

Please note that any existing drainage information to be provided 
will be interpreted from either the original design plans or current 
council electronic database. The contractor is to confirm this 
information on site. The City of Knox does not guarantee the 
accuracy of this information and disclaims any liability resulting 
from the usage of it. 

Plan not to scale 

 



 

 

Traffic and Transport Referral 

Response 
Application No: P/2021/6341 

Date: 12-Jul-2021 

Application Description: Development of (10) dwellings; Use & development of (6) 

community care/social disability units (and carer's); 

Reduction of car parking requirement and Removal of 

vegetation 

Address: 3 The Avenue, FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156 

 

The proposal is the development of 10 dwellings inclusive of 6 SDA (Specialist Disability 

Accommodation) units at 3 The Avenue in Ferntree Gully. The vehicular access is from a rear 

laneway abutting the corner site from The Avenue. A traffic consultant traffic assessment report is 

provided by SALT dated 23 March 2021. 

Car parking provision 

A special car parking requirement Clause 52.20 indicates a rate of 0.6 car spaces for each dwelling. 

With 10 dwellings, a demand of 6 car parking spaces is to be provided onsite. With the provision of 8 

undercroft car parking spaces, the car parking provision met the planning scheme requirement. It is 

recommended that the 2 left-over car parking spaces are to be allocated to visitor car parking even 

though short-term parking is ready available in the area. 

Car parking layout 

The existing crossover is not being used. Redundant crossovers must be removed and the kerb and 

channel and nature strip reinstated to Council standards. 

Car parking space dimensions and clearance comply with Planning Scheme requirement.  

It is noted that the residents will need to reverse onto the laneway to exit. Although there is little 

setback, the sightline and the slow speed of the laneway is considered as adequate for stopping 

distance. The boundary fence on the south east corner of the site near car parking space no.1 must 

be lowered to 900mm or less similar to the driveway corner splay requirement to improve sight 

distance. 

Where car parking is provided undercover or underneath the building, the location of columns 

should comply with the Planning Scheme Clause 52.06 and AS2890.1 section 5 and/ or a 300mm 

clearance should be provided between the column and the side of the car parking space.  This is to 



 

 

ensure adequate clearance for car doors and access to parking bays. The columns should also be 

protected against damage by vehicles. 

 

Traffic generation 

Assuming a rate of 8 trips per day per dwelling, it is expected that additional traffic at the laneway 

will be increased by around 80 trips per day. Given that the local traffic network in the area is very 

quiet, as indicated by the consultant, it is considered that the number of movements will not 

adversely impact on the network. 

Other 

  

There is insufficient space within the site for Council’s garbage contractor to access the site. 

Approval for this proposal cannot be given until arrangements for Waste Management have been 

agreed to. The applicant must submit a Waste Management Plan in accordance with Knox Policy and 

Procedure – Waste Management in multi-unit developments (MUDs). The Plan must be referred to 

the Waste Management Team for approval. 

All footpaths and pram crossings should be constructed to satisfy the Disability Discrimination Act 
(DDA).  This includes minimum footpath widths of 1.5m, a continuous path of travel, kerb ramps and 
Tactile Ground Surface Indicators, where appropriate. 

 
For pedestrian safety, lighting should be installed on the rear laneway to cater for pedestrian access 

in accordance with AS1158. 

The dimensions of a bicycle is on average 1.7m in length, 1.2m in height and 0.7m in width at the 

handlebars. Sufficient space must be provided at all bicycle parking spaces. Bicycle parking must be 

to Australian Standards. 

 

Construction and Traffic Management Plan 
An approved Construction and Traffic Management Plan (CMP) must be developed prior to the 
commencement of the construction to minimise adverse impacts of construction activities on The 
Avenue and the rear laneway to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 

 

- The following conditions must be included as part of the permit conditions: 
 

 All structures (including fences, letterboxes and landscaping) must be constructed to a 
maximum height of 900mm or relocated clear of splayed area at the south east corner of the 
site accordance with Knox Planning Scheme Clause 52.06-9 to ensure safe sight distances. 
Utilities meter boxes must be located clear of the splayed area as it is often higher than 
900mm. 



 

 

 Where car parking is provided undercover or underneath the building, the location of 

columns must comply with Planning Scheme Clause 52.06 and AS2890.1 section 5 and/ or a 

300mm clearance must be provided between the column and the side of the car parking 

space. 

  

 A Waste Management Plan must be provided in accordance with Knox Policy and Procedure 
– Waste Management in multi-unit developments (MUDs) with the approval of the Knox 
Waste Management Team. 

 All internal footpaths and pram crossings must be in accordance with Council standard 
drawings to satisfy the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA). This includes minimum footpath 
widths of 1.5m, a continuous path of travel, kerb ramps and Tactile Ground Surface 
Indicators, where appropriate. 

 For pedestrian safety, on-site and laneway access lighting must be provided to the 
satisfaction of the relevant authority and in accordance with AS1158. 

 A Road Opening Permit is required for any works within or affecting the road reserve. 

 Redundant crossovers must be removed and the kerb and channel and naturestrip 
reinstated to Council standards. 

 Prior to the commencement of construction or any works on the site (including demolition 

and material removal), the applicant must submit for approval to the responsible authority 

(including the Traffic and Transport team for traffic related issues) a Construction 

Management Plan. The plan must address, but not be limited to the following:  

o Location of all stockpiles and storage of building materials and any temporary 
buildings or facilities. 

o Location of parking for workers within the site rather than on-street.  
o Traffic management measures to minimise disruption to the operation of the 

Avenue or the adjacent laneway during construction (especially for deliveries).  
o The laneway must not be blocked or closed without formal approval from 

Engineering & Infrastructure with advice to the adjacent businesses. 

 Bicycle spaces must allow for the dimensions of a bicycle - 1.7m in length, 1.2m in height and 

0.7m in width at the handlebars. Bicycle parking must be to Australian Standards. 

 

 

Traffic and Transport Engineer 



 

Waste Services Referral Response 
Application No: P/2021/6341 

Date: 21-Jul-2021 

Application Description: The construction of a two storey building containing (10) 

dwellings for the purpose of social housing, use & 

development of (6) community care/social disability units, 

reduction of car parking requirement for the dwellings and 

removal of vegetation 

Address: 3 The Avenue, FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156 

 

The Waste Team has undertaken an initial assessment of the Waste Management Plan (SALT3, 22 

March 2021) submitted for the proposed development at the above address.  The Waste 

Management Plan (WMP) has been reviewed against: 

 Councils Policy and Procedure for Waste Management in multi-unit developments.   

 Sustainability Victoria’s – Better practice guide for Waste Management and recycling in 

multi-unit developments as required by a new amendment to Victoria’s planning scheme 

requiring developers to incorporate waste management practices when submitting planning 

permits for multi-unit developments in a way that increases resource recovery. 

Consideration has also been given to the Victorian Governments Recycling Victoria policy, which sets 

out the future of waste services for Victoria.   

The proposed waste arrangements are for shared bins, utilising Council waste collection service with 

bins to be presented for collection on the nature strip of 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully.   

The proposed arrangement is not satisfactory, and an updated Waste Management Plan will need to 

be re-submitted addressing the points, as outlined further below.   

Bin Collection Location 

The WMP states that Council’s bin based collection service will be used with bins to be placed 

kerbside in The Avenue and The Laneway. The plan Drawing shows 14 bins placed in The Avenue and 

2 bins in The Laneway for collection. Councils Policy and Procedure for Waste Management in multi-

unit developments requires that bins must be placed with a minimum spacing of 300mm and must 

occupy no more than 11 metres of nature strip.  Based on the number of bins shown in The Avenue 

this limit would be exceeded. Placement of bins in The Laneway will be subject to confirmation from 

Council’s waste collection contractor that this service can be provided without risk of damage to 

adjoining property, the waste vehicle and bins. 

 



 

Bin Allocation 

The WMP makes provision for future separate food organics and glass services which will be 

introduced by Council within the next five to seven years. Until these services are introduced the 

development will require 6 x 240 litre garbage bins and 8 x 240 litre recycle bins collected weekly. 

Provision for both current and future services is to be detailed in the WMP. 

Waste streams 

No provision for green waste storage and collection within the development is included.  The WMP 

needs to consider the storage and collection of: 

 Green waste generated in the common areas of the development; 

 Green waste generated by each individual dwelling. 

 

Hard waste and bundled green waste 

Councils Policy and Procedure for Waste Management in multi-unit developments provides for 

developments up to fifteen units to use Council’s Hard Waste and Bundled Green Waste service.  

These services will be made available for this development. 

 

 

Waste Management Consultant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



20 July 2021

Dear Sir/Madam,

Application No: P/2021/6341
Description: The construction of a two storey building containing (10) dwellings for 

the purpose of social housing, use & development of (6) community 
care/social disability units, reduction of car parking requirement for 
the dwellings and removal of vegetation

Location: 3 The Avenue, FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156

I refer to the above mentioned application.  A preliminary assessment of your planning permit 
application has been completed and you are advised that the following information is required 
pursuant to section 54 (1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 before the application can 
be properly considered:

1. A Neighbourhood and Site Description Plan in accordance with Clause 55.01-1.

2. Written confirmation that the target noise level of 60dB(A) can be achieved for habitable 
rooms within dwellings at ground and first floor on the western elevation without the 
installation of the sliding doors to balconies.  

3. The plans indicate that balconies will meet the acoustic consultants requirements.  Clarify 
how this will be achieved without providing the installation of sliding doors to balconies, 
which is not shown on plans.  

4. An updated Traffic and Parking Assessment that references the number of dwellings 
consistent with the application details.  

5. Coloured perspectives of the proposed building from The Avenue and Laneway.  

6. Clarify what services are being accommodated within the Services Area on the roof top.

7. Amended Planning Report to update/correct the following:

7.1. Standard B32 - the report indicates no front fence is proposed, which is incorrect.



7.2. The car parking requirements on Pages 12 and 18 of the Planning Report.  Clause 
52.06 does not require visitor parking as the Subject Site is within the PPTN, and the 
application seeks approval for 8 car parking spaces, not 11 car parking spaces.

7.3. Correct reference to ESO3 on Page 18 of the Planning Report.  
7.4. Written response to provide justification for the variation to the Standard for B49.
7.5. Written response to provide justification for the variation to the Standard for B8.

8. A fully dimensioned Ground Floor Plan drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance 
with that originally submitted, but amended to show:

8.1. Full width of the adjacent laneway.
8.2. Proposed finished floor levels of all ground floor areas.
8.3. Finished site levels.
8.4. Proposed cut.
8.5. Proposed retaining walls including height and materials (indicate proposed or 

existing).
8.6. Proposed or existing boundary fencing to the southern and western boundary.
8.7. Indicative location of 15,000 or 16,000 litre rain water tank (the report refers to 

both).
8.8. Length, width and area of balconies.  
8.9. Correct numbering of storage units and indicate area.

9. A fully dimensioned First Floor Plan drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance with 
that originally submitted, but amended to show:

9.1. Confirmation whether the roof top garden building includes any roofed structure.    
9.2. Length, width and area of balconies.  
9.3. Proposed screening to habitable room windows consistent with the Elevation Plan.
9.4. Minimum and maximum setbacks to boundaries.

10. A fully dimensioned First Floor Plan drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance with 
that originally submitted, but amended to show:

10.1. Indicate whether any parts of the roof top garden area are roofed.  The site plan 
appears to show a roofed area above the Services Area, however the roof plan 
appears to show an unroofed pergola construction.

10.2. Location of plant screening.
10.3. Indicate location of air conditioning or heating units (if located on roof, or show on 

ground/first floor plans).

11. Fully dimensioned Elevation Plans drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance with 
that originally submitted, but amended to show:

11.1. Depth of proposed cut.  



11.2. Proposed retaining walls including height.
11.3. Dashed line to show the top of any proposed or existing boundary fence to southern 

and western boundaries.
11.4. Overall and average height of walls on boundaries.
11.5. Overall height to the top of the roofed structure above the 8 metre dashed line for 

the north, east and west elevation.  
11.6. Project material schedule to include plant screening. 

12. A Levels and Features Plan prepared by a Licensed Land Surveyor accurately showing the 
existing site levels to Australian Height Datum (AHD), contours at 0.20m intervals and 
features at a Scale of 1:100.

Preliminary Concerns

In addition to the above, a preliminary assessment of your proposal has revealed several issues, 
which may be of concern to Council in its final assessment of the development.  Please be 
advised that the application is unlikely to receive officer’s support unless each of these matters 
is satisfactorily resolved.  The issues can be summarised as following: 

 The DDO8 does not require a 2 metre setback at first floor level as indicated in the Planning 
Report and ResCode Assessment.  This setback only applies to properties identified with a 
thick dashed line in Figure 1 of the DDO8.

 Council’s Stormwater Engineers have advised that the proposal has not provided an 
adequate overland flow path and recommends to offset the building from the western and 
eastern boundary to accommodate stormwater pipes.  

 The Waste Management Plan has not been assessed, and any issues raised will be 
communicated separately.  

 Internal discussions are ongoing regarding Council’s position on whether the proposed 
building meets the mandatory height limits contained in the DDO8.  Pending the outcome of 
these discussions, a separate preliminary concerns letter will be prepared without delay.  

 To achieve compliance with Clause 55.04-6 (Standard B22) the windows must be fixed and 
obscured to 1.7 metres.  The two south facing windows of Apartment 1.01 and 1.10 are not 
fixed and obscured to 1.7 metres.  Compliance must be achieved with this Standard.

 It is unclear the purpose of the screens to west facing habitable room windows at first floor 
– if they are to prevent overlooking, they need to be no more than 25% transparent.  

Upon receipt of the required information the application will be further considered.  

Any changes to the plans/proposal will need to be submitted with a request to amend the 
application in accordance with Section 50 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act).  
Section 50(3) of the Act outlines the requirements to amend the application.  A form is available 
on Council’s website to assist with these requirements.

Please be advised that any changes made to the plans after advertising has commenced will 
require the application to be amended pursuant to Section 57A of the Act, incurring application 



fees.  This may also require the application to be readvertised in accordance with Section 57B of 
the Act.

If the information is not provided to Council by 14 September 2021, the application will lapse 
and will not be considered further.

Council may consider an extension of time for the requested information, if a written request is 
made prior to the lapse date.  This written request must provide a new suggested lapse date and 
proof of sending this letter, such as registered mail, stamped copy from Council or fax receipt 
should be kept.

You can log in to your Knox Online Services account to submit your Further Information online 
via the link provided in the further information email.  Haven’t Registered for Online Services 
yet? Register Now.

Should you have any further enquiries regarding the above matter, please contact our office on 
9298 8000 to leave a message for me and I will return your call within 24 hrs to discuss this 
matter.

https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Login/Login.aspx?ForceLogin=true&js=-1481292980
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Login/Login.aspx?ForceLogin=true&js=-1481292980
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Login/Login.aspx?ForceLogin=true&js=-1481292980
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Registration/Register.aspx
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Registration/Register.aspx
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Registration/Register.aspx


20 July 2021

Dear Sir/Madam,

Application No: P/2021/6341
Description: The construction of a two storey building containing (10) dwellings for 

the purpose of social housing, use & development of (6) community 
care/social disability units, reduction of car parking requirement for 
the dwellings and removal of vegetation

Location: 3 The Avenue, FERNTREE GULLY  VIC  3156

I refer to the above mentioned application.  A preliminary assessment of your planning permit 
application has been completed and you are advised that the following information is required 
pursuant to section 54 (1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 before the application can 
be properly considered:

1. A Neighbourhood and Site Description Plan in accordance with Clause 55.01-1.

2. Written confirmation that the target noise level of 60dB(A) can be achieved for habitable 
rooms within dwellings at ground and first floor on the western elevation without the 
installation of the sliding doors to balconies.  

3. The plans indicate that balconies will meet the acoustic consultants requirements.  Clarify 
how this will be achieved without providing the installation of sliding doors to balconies, 
which is not shown on plans.  

4. An updated Traffic and Parking Assessment that references the number of dwellings 
consistent with the application details.  

5. Coloured perspectives of the proposed building from The Avenue and Laneway.  

6. Clarify what services are being accommodated within the Services Area on the roof top.

7. Amended Planning Report to update/correct the following:

7.1. Standard B32 - the report indicates no front fence is proposed, which is incorrect.



7.2. The car parking requirements on Pages 12 and 18 of the Planning Report.  Clause 
52.06 does not require visitor parking as the Subject Site is within the PPTN, and the 
application seeks approval for 8 car parking spaces, not 11 car parking spaces.

7.3. Correct reference to ESO3 on Page 18 of the Planning Report.  
7.4. Written response to provide justification for the variation to the Standard for B49.
7.5. Written response to provide justification for the variation to the Standard for B8.

8. A fully dimensioned Ground Floor Plan drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance 
with that originally submitted, but amended to show:

8.1. Full width of the adjacent laneway.
8.2. Proposed finished floor levels of all ground floor areas.
8.3. Finished site levels.
8.4. Proposed cut.
8.5. Proposed retaining walls including height and materials (indicate proposed or 

existing).
8.6. Proposed or existing boundary fencing to the southern and western boundary.
8.7. Indicative location of 15,000 or 16,000 litre rain water tank (the report refers to 

both).
8.8. Length, width and area of balconies.  
8.9. Correct numbering of storage units and indicate area.

9. A fully dimensioned First Floor Plan drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance with 
that originally submitted, but amended to show:

9.1. Confirmation whether the roof top garden building includes any roofed structure.    
9.2. Length, width and area of balconies.  
9.3. Proposed screening to habitable room windows consistent with the Elevation Plan.
9.4. Minimum and maximum setbacks to boundaries.

10. A fully dimensioned First Floor Plan drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance with 
that originally submitted, but amended to show:

10.1. Indicate whether any parts of the roof top garden area are roofed.  The site plan 
appears to show a roofed area above the Services Area, however the roof plan 
appears to show an unroofed pergola construction.

10.2. Location of plant screening.
10.3. Indicate location of air conditioning or heating units (if located on roof, or show on 

ground/first floor plans).

11. Fully dimensioned Elevation Plans drawn at a scale of 1:100, generally in accordance with 
that originally submitted, but amended to show:

11.1. Depth of proposed cut.  



11.2. Proposed retaining walls including height.
11.3. Dashed line to show the top of any proposed or existing boundary fence to southern 

and western boundaries.
11.4. Overall and average height of walls on boundaries.
11.5. Overall height to the top of the roofed structure above the 8 metre dashed line for 

the north, east and west elevation.  
11.6. Project material schedule to include plant screening. 

12. A Levels and Features Plan prepared by a Licensed Land Surveyor accurately showing the 
existing site levels to Australian Height Datum (AHD), contours at 0.20m intervals and 
features at a Scale of 1:100.

Preliminary Concerns

In addition to the above, a preliminary assessment of your proposal has revealed several issues, 
which may be of concern to Council in its final assessment of the development.  Please be 
advised that the application is unlikely to receive officer’s support unless each of these matters 
is satisfactorily resolved.  The issues can be summarised as following: 

 The DDO8 does not require a 2 metre setback at first floor level as indicated in the Planning 
Report and ResCode Assessment.  This setback only applies to properties identified with a 
thick dashed line in Figure 1 of the DDO8.

 Council’s Stormwater Engineers have advised that the proposal has not provided an 
adequate overland flow path and recommends to offset the building from the western and 
eastern boundary to accommodate stormwater pipes.  

 The Waste Management Plan has not been assessed, and any issues raised will be 
communicated separately.  

 Internal discussions are ongoing regarding Council’s position on whether the proposed 
building meets the mandatory height limits contained in the DDO8.  Pending the outcome of 
these discussions, a separate preliminary concerns letter will be prepared without delay.  

 To achieve compliance with Clause 55.04-6 (Standard B22) the windows must be fixed and 
obscured to 1.7 metres.  The two south facing windows of Apartment 1.01 and 1.10 are not 
fixed and obscured to 1.7 metres.  Compliance must be achieved with this Standard.

 It is unclear the purpose of the screens to west facing habitable room windows at first floor 
– if they are to prevent overlooking, they need to be no more than 25% transparent.  

Upon receipt of the required information the application will be further considered.  

Any changes to the plans/proposal will need to be submitted with a request to amend the 
application in accordance with Section 50 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act).  
Section 50(3) of the Act outlines the requirements to amend the application.  A form is available 
on Council’s website to assist with these requirements.

Please be advised that any changes made to the plans after advertising has commenced will 
require the application to be amended pursuant to Section 57A of the Act, incurring application 



fees.  This may also require the application to be readvertised in accordance with Section 57B of 
the Act.

If the information is not provided to Council by 14 September 2021, the application will lapse 
and will not be considered further.

Council may consider an extension of time for the requested information, if a written request is 
made prior to the lapse date.  This written request must provide a new suggested lapse date and 
proof of sending this letter, such as registered mail, stamped copy from Council or fax receipt 
should be kept.

You can log in to your Knox Online Services account to submit your Further Information online 
via the link provided in the further information email.  Haven’t Registered for Online Services 
yet? Register Now.

Should you have any further enquiries regarding the above matter, please contact our office on 
9298 8000 to leave a message for me and I will return your call within 24 hrs to discuss this 
matter.

https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Login/Login.aspx?ForceLogin=true&js=-1481292980
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Login/Login.aspx?ForceLogin=true&js=-1481292980
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Login/Login.aspx?ForceLogin=true&js=-1481292980
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Registration/Register.aspx
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Registration/Register.aspx
https://eservices.knox.vic.gov.au/ePathway/Production/Web/Registration/Register.aspx
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN - EACH HOUSING SOCIAL HOUSING PROJECTS 

Introduction 

This Construction Management Plan (CMP) has been prepared for 3 The Avenue, Ferntree Gully. 

The proposed commencement of works is 1 March 2022 and completion by 1 May 2023 by (name of 
builder) on behalf of Each Housing. 

The construction activity includes site demolition, site preparation and building. 

Traffic Management 

Vehicles will access the site via The Avenue. 

Vehicles will be observed to ensure that excessive muddy vehicles are cleaned prior to leaving the site 
and the surrounding streets and cleaned within a reasonable period. 

Traffic management will be in place for larger vehicles that are required to enter/ exit the site, and the 
surrounding area. 

The Avenue pedestrian access will be restricted and appropriate signage installed. Pedestrians will be 
encouraged to use the north side of The Avenue.  

Traffic management measures will be implemented to minimise disruption to the operation of the 
Avenue or the adjacent laneway during construction (especially for deliveries).  

The Laneway must not be blocked or closed without formal approval from Knox City Council 
(Engineering & Infrastructure) with advice to the adjacent businesses. 
 

Parking during Construction 

A parking plan will be prepared prior to commencement of works in consultation with Knox City Council. 

The preferred location for parking for workers is within the site rather than on-street.  

 
Hours of Operation 

The proposed hours for construction (including demolition and construction) are: 

Monday to Friday 7:00am to 5:30pm 

Saturday  9:00am to 2:30pm 

Sunday   Closed 

The hours of operation may be varied with consent by Council but will operate within the regulations. 
The regulations prohibit noise from construction equipment if a neighbour can hear it in their home 
before 7am and after 8pm (Monday to Friday) and before 9am and after 8pm on weekends. 

Deliveries to the site will only be during the hours of operation. 

 

 



Noise Attenuation 

The works will comply with Environmental Protection (Residential Noise) Regulations 2018. 
(www.epa.vic.gov.au) 
 
 

Stockpiles 

The location of all stockpiles and storage of building materials and any temporary buildings or facilities 
is to be identified on a plan. 

Dust Management 

Dust mitigation measures include: 
 shade cloth on temporary / permanent fencing until completion of civil works 
 dampening down with water carting of areas where civil works being carried out, with measures in 

place to ensure that residual water does not cause water pollution 
 

 
Water Run-off 
 Drainage within site during construction will be maintained. 
 Pollutant control managed in accordance with EPA guidelines. 
 
Amenity 
 Ensure that any lighting used during construction is not directed into any neighbouring properties 

and to not cause any nuisance and is switched off outside of Project Delivery hours of the work as 
per the CMP. 

 
Waste Management 
The Waste Management procedures will be in accordance with the Waste Management Plan.  

Waste Collection During Construction 

Waste collection will be undertaken on a regular basis with a private waste collection supplier. Clean fill 
will be disposed at a local facility where possible. Waste collection will be undertaken on site during 
hours of operation. 

Tree Protection and Management 

Tree protection measures must be installed prior to any commencement of works. 

TPZs to be managed and maintained in accordance with AS-4970 Protection of Trees on Development 
Sites 
Tree protection fencing / ground protection must be drawn on all plans and should be a condition of 
planning permit.  
CONTACT DETAILS 

The Project Manager will be available 24 hours/7 days per week during the construction program. 

Director/ Project Manager  

Site Manager  
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